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Abstract

Synchronous programming (Berry (1989)) is a powerful approach to programming
reactive systems. Following the idea that \processes are relations extended over time"
(Abramsky (1993)), we propose a simple but powerful model for timed, determinate
computation, extending the closure-operator model for untimed concurrent constraint
programming (CCP). In (Saraswat et al. 1994a) we had proposed a model for this called
tcc| here we extend the model of tcc to express strong time-outs: if an event A does
not happen through time t, cause event B to happen at time t. Such constructs arise
naturally in practice (e.g. in modeling transistors) and are supported in synchronous
programming languages.
The fundamental conceptual diculty posed by these operations is that they are
nonmonotonic. We provide a compositional semantics to the non-monotonic version of
concurrent constraint programming (Default cc) obtained by changing the underlying
logic from intuitionistic logic to Reiter's default logic. This allows us to use the same
construction (uniform extension through time) to develop Timed Default cc as we had
used to develop tcc from cc. Indeed the smooth embedding of cc processes into Default cc
processes lifts to a smooth embedding of tcc processes into Timed Default cc processes.
We identify a basic set of combinators (that constitute the Timed Default cc programming framework), and provide a constructive operational semantics (implemented by us
as an interpreter) for which the model is fully abstract. We show that the model is expressive by de ning combinators from the synchronous languages. We show that Timed
Default cc is compositional and supports the properties of multiform time, orthogonal
preemption and executable speci cations. In addition, Timed Default cc programs can be
read as logical formulas (in an intuitionistic temporal logic) | we show that this logic is
sound and complete for reasoning about (in)equivalence of Timed Default cc programs.
Like the synchronouslanguages, Timed Default cc programscan be compiled into nite
state automata. In addition, the translation can be speci ed compositionally. This enables separate compilation of Timed Default cc programs and run-time tradeo s between
partial compilation and interpretation.
A preliminary version of this paper was published as (Saraswat et al. 1995). Here we
present a complete treatment of hiding, along with a detailed treatment of the model.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

Reactive systems (Harel & Pnueli (1985),Berry (1989),Halbwachs (1993)) are those
that react continuously with their environment at a rate controlled by the environment.
Execution in a reactive system proceeds in bursts of activity. In each phase, the environment stimulates the system with an input, obtains a response in bounded time, and may
then be inactive (with respect to the system) for an arbitrary period of time before initiating the next burst. Examples of reactive systems are controllers and signal-processing
systems.
This paper proposes a simple model for determinate reactive systems, and provides a
language to describe processes in this model. The intended application of such languages
forces them to satisfy the following criteria:

Declarative view: There must be a logical view of the language. We consider this es-

sential in allowing (1) programs to be written using a vocabulary and concepts appropriate to the application domains of interest, (2) programs to be read and understood independently of the details of the implementation, and (3) tools to be developed for directly reasoning with programs. These advantages of a dual operational
and logical view are by now well known, e.g. Kahn (1974) for concurrency, logic programming, Berry's \What you prove is what you execute" principle (Berry (1989)),
executable intermediate representations for compilers (Pingali et al. 1991) etc.
Modularity: The language should support hierarchical and modular construction
of programs/speci cations. This is tantamount to demanding an algebra of programs/speci cations that includes concurrency and preemption { the ability to
stop a \black-box" process (of unknown internal construction) in its tracks.
Determinacy: Determinate programs/speci cations are easier to construct and analyze. So the language should not impose indeterminacy; in the worst case it should
be possible to perform compile-time checks to guarantee determinacy.
Executability: The language should be \real-time realizable", that is, the programs
should have bounded response time.
Ability to detect negative information instantaneously: To detect negative information is to detect the absence of information. In such systems the fact that
the environment has failed to respond in an expected way (i.e., an interrupt signaling a jam has not been received; a response to a password query has not been
received even though the time-period allowed has elapsed) is a piece of information
of the same status as information received in an explicit message from the environment. In particular it should be possible to act instantaneously in response to this
implicit information (e.g., power should continue to be supplied to motors in the
rst case; the connection should time-out in the second).

Our contribution. A re-analysis of the elegant ideas underlying synchronous programming, starting from the viewpoint of asynchronous computation leads us to timed
default concurrent constraint programming, henceforth called Timed Default cc. This approach has the following salient features.
Declarative view: Timed Default cc has a fully-abstract semantics based on solutions

of equations. Timed Default cc programs can be viewed as formulas in an intuitionist linear time temporal logic, extended with defaults, whose models are precisely
executions of the program.
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Modularity: In the spirit of process algebra, we identify a set of basic combinators,

from which programs and reasoning principles are built compositionally.
Expressiveness : Timed Default cc supports the derivation of a number of preemption
based control constructs, such as time A on c, which provides to A only those clock
ticks which contain at least the information c. These constructs are related to the
undersampling constructs of Signal and Lustre, and the preemption/abortion
constructs supported by Esterel. Thus, Timed Default cc encapsulates the rudiments of a theory of preemption constructs. In addition, Timed Default cc inherits
the ability to specify cyclic, dynamically-changing networks of processes from concurrent constraint programming (cf. \mobility" (Milner et al. 1989)).
Executability : Timed Default cc programs have an operational semantics that is concretely realized in a working prototype interpreter-based implementation, which
we have used to develop several programs for typical synchronous programming
problems. Programs can be compiled into automata, and we can analyze these to
guarantee the bounded response time property which is necessary for real time
applications.
Defaults for negative information: Borrowing ideas from default logic
(Reiter (1980)), the combinator if c else A is introduced | it allows the agent
A to execute if the information in c is not known to be true on quiescence.
Of these the last addresses perhaps the most technically tricky concept in synchronous
programming. In the next subsection we survey the problem in more depth. Subsequently
we motivate and outline informally the nature of our solution for this problem | using
the notion of defaults from Reiter (1980) | and compare related work. The bulk of the
paper develops the formal model for timed default concurrent constraint programming,
and studies its properties.
1.1. The problem of negative information

While the problem of representing and reasoning about negative information is present
in all reactive programming languages, it shows up in a particularly pure form in frameworks based on a computational interpretation of logic, such as concurrent constraint
programming (cc) (Saraswat (1993),(Saraswat et al. 1991)). This framework is based on
the idea that concurrently executing systems of agents interact by posting (telling) and
checking (asking) constraints in a shared pool of (positive) information. Constraints are
expressions of the form X  Y, or \the sum of the weights of the vehicles on the bridge
must not exceed a given limit". They come equipped with their own entailment relation,
which determines what pieces of information (e.g., X  Z) follow from which collections
of other pieces (e.g. X  Y; Y  Z). Synchronization is achieved by suspending ask agents
until enough information is available to conclusively answer the query; the query is answered armatively if it is entailed by the constraints accumulated hitherto.
Such a framework for concurrent computation is proving fruitful in several investigations | (Saraswat et al. 1990),(Hentenryck et al. 1992),Janson & Haridi (1991),
(Smolka et al. 1994),Kaci (1993), with applications in areas ranging from modeling physical systems, to combinatorial exploration and natural language analysis.
There are however some fundamental limitations to this \monotonic accumulation"
approach to concurrent computation.
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The Quiescence Detection Problem. Within the framework, quiescence of computation cannot be detected and triggered on.y Two examples should make matters clearer.
Example 1.1 (Histogram, due to K. Pingali) Assume given an array A[1 : : :n]
taking on values in 1 : : :m. It is desired to obtain an array B[1 : : :m] such that for all k,
B[k] contains exactly the indices i such that A[i] = k. (The histogram of A can then be
obtained by associating with each k 2 1 : : :m the cardinality of B[k].) The computation
of B should be done in parallel.
In a language based on monotonic accumulation it is possible to simultaneously assert,
for every j 2 1 : : :n that j 2 B[A[j]]. This is however, not good enough to force the
sets B[k] to contain exactly the required indices | all that is being forced is that B[k]
contains at least the given indices.
Example 1.2 (Composition of model fragments) Similar examples arise when
using such languages for compositional modeling of physical systems (see,
e.g. Forbus (1988)). In such an application computation progresses via repeated iteration of two phases: a model-construction phase and a model execution phase. In the
construction phase, pieces of information (\model fragments") about the variables and
constraints relevant in the physical situation being modeled are generated. For example,
it may be determined that some real-valued variable, e.g. current, is monotonically dependent on voltage drop, and also on conductance. On termination of this phase, it
is desired to collect together all the variables that current is now known to depend on
(say, just voltage drop and conductance) and then postulate that these are the only
variables that it depends on. That is, it is desired to postulate the existence of a function
f and assert the relationship current = f(voltage drop; conductance).
Such detection of quiescence is inherently nonmonotonic: if more information is provided
in the input, di erent (rather than just more) information may be produced at the output.
The Instantaneous Interrupts Problem. Another fundamental source of examples
is real-time systems, where the detection of absence of information is necessary to handle
interrupts. To get at these examples, however, we rst take a short detour to explain
Timed Concurrent Constraint (tcc) languages (Saraswat et al. 1994a).
tcc arises from combining cc with work on the synchronous languages
(Berry & Gonthier (1992), (Halbwachs et al. 1991), (Guernic et al. 1991), Harel (1987),
(Clarke et al. 1991)). These languages are based on the hypothesis of Perfect Synchrony:
Program combinators are determinate primitives that respond instantaneously to input
signals. At any instant the presence and the absence of signals can be detected. In synchronous languages, physical time has the same status as any other external event, i.e.

time is multiform. So combination of programs with di erent notions of time is allowed.
Programs that operate only on \signals" can be compiled into nite state automata with
simple transitions. Thus, the single step execution time of the program is bounded and
makes the synchrony assumption realizable in practice.
Integrating cc with synchronous languages yields tcc: at each time step the computation
executed is a concurrent constraint program. Computation progresses in cycles: input a
constraint from the environment, compute to quiescence, generating the constraint to be

y In many cases, quiescence detection can be explicitly programmed. However, this can become quite
cumbersome to achieve.
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output at this time instant, and the program to be executed at subsequent time instants.
There is no relation between the store at one time instant and the next | constraints
that persist, if any, must explicitly be part of the program to execute at subsequent time
instants.
To the combinators of cc (namely, tell (a), ask (if a then A), hiding (new X in A)
and parallel composition (A1 ; A2 )), tcc adds unit delay (next ), and delayed negative ask
(if a else next A). if a else next A allows A to be executed at the next time instant
if the store on quiescence is not strong enough to entail a. This allows the programming
of weak time-outs | if an event A does not happen by time t, cause event B to happen
by time t + 1 | while still allowing the computation at each time step to be monotone
and determinate. We showed that the mathematical framework of such an integration is
obtained in a simple way | by uniformly extending the mathematical framework of cc
over (discrete) time. Indeed, many complex patterns of temporal behavior | such as the
\do A watching a" construct of Esterel, which allows the agent A to execute, aborting
it at the time instant after a is detected | could be programmed as de ned combinators
in tcc. In general, it was possible to capture the idea of having processes \clocked" by
other (recursive) processes, thus getting very powerful \user-programmable" preemption
control constructs. The denotational model is very simple and in full accord with an
intuitive operational semantics and an underlying logic | discrete time intuitionistic
linear temporal logic.
More generally, tcc provides a setting for programming systems of reactive, embedded
agents | perhaps modeling aspects of the real, physical world | which autonomously
maintain internal beliefs in the face of change induced by interaction with the environment. At each step, an agent has an \internal theory" that describes its computational
state, its assumptions about its environment, and rules for inferring new information
from old. On the basis of these assumptions and the input information, the agent decides
to act (send messages to the outside world) and revise its internal state. In particular, it
is useful for agents to consider their beliefs to be interruptible, subject to abandonment
in the face of new information communicated by the environment.
The main drawback of the tcc model, however, is its inability to express strong time
outs (Berry (1993)): if an event A does not happen by time t, cause event B to happen
at time t. This is the behavior, for example, of the \do A watching immediately a"
construct of Esterel: the execution of A is interrupted as soon as a is detected (rather
than one step later). Weak timeouts cause the action to be taken to be queued up for the
next interaction with the environment. While this unit delay is unproblematic in many
cases, it is intolerable in cases where these delays can cascade, thereby causing these
queued actions to become arbitrarily out of sync with the time when they were actually
supposed to happen. If there is a feedback loop, then such a model of preemption may
simply fail to work.

Example 1.3 (Modeling a transistor) Consider a transistor whose emitter is

grounded, and whose collector is connected to high voltage by a resistor. Unless there is
current owing into the base, the collector is not shorted to ground, and remains pulled
high. Because the user may desire to cascade several such transistors (and introduce feedbacks), it is not possible to tolerate a unit delay between detection of absence of current
in the base, and determination of the status of the collector { such unit delays can build
up unboundedly, wrecking the timing information in the circuit being modeled.
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Examples of the need for instantaneous detection of negative information abound in
the literature on default reasoning (e.g. Reiter (1980)).

Example 1.4 (Constraint-based User Interfaces) Consider a system such as
Thinglab (Borning (1979)), in which it is possible for users to draw diagrams, e.g.

a parallelogram, that must obey certain constraints. If the user moves a vertex of the
parallelogram, then the system moves other vertices in response so as to maintain the
constraints. Here it would not do to queue up the computed location of a vertex X for the
next interaction, because the user may move X in that interaction. Rather the location
of the vertex should be computed and displayed instantaneously, even if no constraint
on the location of the vertex arrives from the environment.
As an example of the use of tcc to model aspects of time-varying, real world situations,
consider the following problem.

Example 1.5 (Yale Shooting Problem, Shoham (1988)) The scenario to be modeled is this: a gun is loaded at time T = 2. It is red at Fred at time T = 4. Meanwhile,
it is possible that the gun may have been subject to various other acts: for example, it
may have become unloaded. Various other \common-sense" facts are known: for instance,
guns once loaded do not spontaneously become unloaded, if a loaded gun is red at a
live person, and the gun is functioning normally, then the person may cease to be live,
etc.
In a setting such as this, it is crucial that a gun be deemed to be loaded at present only if
it was loaded at some time in the past, and not unloaded at any time since then, including
the present. Similarly, for success, the gun should be red in the direction of the perceived
current position of the target, not the known past position of the target. Even one-step
delays introduced due to the modeling framework can invalidate the representation.
1.2. Defaults

The fundamental conceptual diculty with the instantaneous detection of negative
information is that it is not monotonic. On receipt of further information a conclusion
arrived at earlier may have to be withdrawn. This is not expressible in the cc framework,
which is monotone. We now extend cc to allow for non-monotonic processes, and integrate
them into a reactive real-time programming framework.
The fundamental move we now make is to allow the expression of defaults, after
Reiter (1980). We allow agents of the form if a else A, which intuitively mean that
in the absence of information a, reduce to A. Note however that A may itself cause
further information to be added to the store; and indeed, several other agents may simultaneously be active and adding more information to the store. Therefore requiring that
information a be absent amounts to making an assumption about the future evolution
of the system: not only does it not entail a now, but also it will not entail a in the
future. Such a demand on \stability" of negative information is inescapable if we want
a computational framework that does not produce results dependent on vagaries of the
di erences in speeds of processors executing the program.
How expressive is the resulting system? All the Esterel-style combinators, including
\do A watching immediately a" (which we write as do A watching a) are now
expressible (see Section 4.2). All the examples considered above can be represented here.
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Example 1.6 (Histogram, revisited) The program is:
( ; ; ; ) ::
( :: );
8
:: : (
[ [ ]]);
8
:: :
8  [ ] : if 6= [ ] else S = B[I]:

histogram A N B M
B array 1 M
I in 1 N I in B A I
I in 1 M
S BI
S BI

:

Intuitively, for every subset S of B[I] other than the largest subset, it will be possible
to establish that S 6= B[I]. Hence, for each I, the default will re just once | for the
largest subset, and will assert then that S is equal to the largest subset. For example, if
the assertions 3 in B[2], 6 in B[2], 5 in B[2] had been made, then it can be established
that B[2] 6= f3; 6g. However, it cannot be established that B[2] 6= f3; 5; 6g.
The compositional modeling example is similar in avor to the Histogram problem. Assertions about the dependence of a variable V on other variables can be stated as positive
pieces of information, e.g. as constraints imposing membership in the set of dependent
variables of V . The associated set can then be \completed" by using defaults as above,
and then decomposed as a fully-formed set to build the term (e.g. f(V1 ; : : :; Vn ) to be
equated to V ).

Example 1.7 (Default values for variables) Consider the program:
( ; ) :: if X =
6 V else X = V:

default X V

It establishes the value of X as V unless it can be established that the value of X is
something other than V.

Example 1.8 (Transistor model) Using defaults, we can express this as:
( ;
;
= ;
= then
( ; );
(
; ):

) ::

transistor Base Emitter Collector
Emitter 0v
Base on
Emitter Collector
default Base off
default Collector 5v

if

=

;

In the absence of any information, the least reachable solution is Collector=5v,
; however in the presence of Base=on, we get Collector=0v, Base=on.

Base=off

Example 1.9 (Default setting for vertices) In this setting it may be desirable to
impose the default that the location of a vertex V remains unchanged, unless there is a
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reason to change it. This can be expressed as follows. Here always A is the agent that
executes A at every time instant.

always 8P:if location(V) = P
then next default(location(V); P):
Note that always the last value of the location will be tracked. Also note that every
agent can be wrapped in a \do/watching" construct | even an always assertion. Thus,
if it was desired to be able to \retract" the above default, all that needs to be done is to
\wrap" it in a do/watching that awaits the retraction command (let float(V)):

do always 8P:if location(V) = P
then next default(location(V); P)
watching let float(V):

Example 1.10 (Yale Shooting Problem) Various elements of this scenario can be

modeled directly. Variables are introduced to correspond to objects in the situation to
be modeled (possibly with time-varying state). Constraints are placed on the values that
the variables may take over time. Typically, one states (using a do/watching loop) that
the value of a variable is to be kept the same, unless some actions of interest take place.
Actions are represented as base atomic formulas whose applicability may be contingent
on the presence of some information in past stores, and whose e ect is stated in terms
of changes in the values of a ected variables from the present moment onwards.
Thus, for example, the occurrence of a load action causes the gun to maintain the state
of being loaded until such time as an occurrence of a shoot or an unload action:

always (if occurs(load)
then do always loaded
watching(occurs(shoot) _ occurs(unload)))):
The default persistence of life, and other facts, are formulated as:

do always alive watching death:
always if (occurs(shoot); loaded) then death:
always if occurs(shoot) then :loaded:
always if occurs(unload) then :loaded:
always if death then always dead:
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Note that the death event causes the uent dead to be unequivocally asserted for all
time to come | the state of being dead cannot be \interrupted".
Executing a program like this, in the presence of no additional information from the
environment, will ensure that Fred is dead when shot at time T = 4.
Thus the addition of the construct if c else A to the language gives us a very powerful
programming system. However, three central issues arise immediately.
Model. First, what should a model for such a programming language look like? The
basic intuition behind our approach is as follows. An agent in cc denotes a closure operator
(a function on constraints that is idempotent, monotone and extensive) which can be
represented by its range. In the presence of defaults, an agent A is taken to denote a set
of closure operators, a di erent operator for each \assumption" with respect to which the
defaults in A are to be resolved. That is, the denotation is a set of pairs (f; c) where f is
a closure operator on the sub-lattice of constraints below c. On this space of denotations
we de ne the combinators for conjunction (parallel composition), tell, positive ask and
negative ask. Furthermore, we provide a simple operational semantics and show that the
denotational semantics is natural by providing a full-abstraction theorem.
Checking for Determinacy. Second, a program may now easily have zero or more
distinct evolution paths (terminating in di erent answers), as opposed to cc in which
there is exactly one distinct evolution path terminating in a single answer. For example,
the program if X = 1 else X = 1 allows the addition of X = 1 in the empty store |
only to have that violate the assumption underlying its addition, namely that X = 1 not
be entailed by the store. So this program has no evolution path. Similarly the program
(if X = 1 else Y = 1); (if Y = 1 else X = 1) has multiple evolution paths | one in which
the rst assumption is made, resulting in the addition of Y = 1 to the store (which blocks
the assumption of the second default), and one in which the second assumption is made,
resulting in the addition of X = 1 (which blocks the assumption of the rst default). In
reactive systems intended for embedded control, preserving system determinacy is crucial,
and thus identifying determinate programs (those with exactly one distinct evolution
path, on every input) is a central problem.
In Section 3.7 we present an algorithm | uniform over constraint systems | to check at
compile-time whether a program is determinate or not. The key idea here is to recognize
that the e ect of running a program P on any input b can be simulated by running
the program on one of only nitely many projections (onto the space of constraints
the program can discriminate on). This, in essence, allows a nite representation of the
e ects of P on any input, and hence provides an algorithm for checking that every input
is mapped to a single output. Unfortunately, because of the free composition of defaults
allowed, such a determinacy checking algorithm cannot be compositional: determinacy is
a global property of the entire program, and cannot be established by examining pieces
in isolation.
Compiling programs. Third, how are programs to be implemented eciently? A
naive implementation may involve performing the actual guessing at run-time, and backtracking if the assumption about the future evolution of the system is violated dynamically. In Section 3.7 we show (extending (Saraswat et al. 1994a)) that in fact it is possible
to (compositionally) compile programs into nite constraint automata so that there is no
guessing or backtracking involved at run-time. We are able to achieve compositionality
| unlike compilers for Esterel and Lustre | by labeling the nodes of the automata
with Default cc programs (for which a notion of parallel composition is already de ned).
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Rest of this paper. The rest of this paper contains the detailed technical development of these ideas. After a discussion of related work, we develop and explore the
mathematical foundation, operational semantics, determinacy checking and compilation
algorithms for Default cc, and then repeat this for Timed Default cc. In particular, we
develop a sound and complete axiomatization for the (monotonic) logic of Default cc
programs. This logic can be used to establish the equivalence of two agents A and B.
This paper is a fuller, more expanded version of (Saraswat et al. 1995).
1.3. Related work.

More broadly our contributions can be cast in the following general light. The integration of defaults with constraint programming is a long-standing problem for which there
has been no clean mathematical or practical solution. We present one such solution, with
rami cations in non-monotonic reasoning and knowledge representation. Furthermore,
from the viewpoint of the theory of (synchronous) reactive systems, the basic model we
present can be adapted, with minor adjustments, to provide a model for Esterel and
Lustre as well | indeed Timed Default cc provides a setting in which Esterel and
Lustre can be combined smoothly.
Other notations for reactive programming. This paper provides a model and
notation for reactive systems. Traditionally, the most natural way of programming
such systems is in terms of automata with simple transitions, to ensure bounded response. However, automata do not have hierarchical or parallel structure; in particular, small and succinct changes in the speci cation can lead to global changes in the
automaton (Murakami & Sethi (1990)). Process calculi (Hoare (1985),Milner (1989),
(Milner et al. 1989)) support parallel composition and communication/synchronization
via rendezvous. However, these calculi do not specify the \occurrence time" of the rendezvous. Consequently, program execution is inherently indeterminate. Furthermore,
this results in inadequate support for preemption, which is not integrated into the
calculi. Temporal logic programming languages (Brzoska (1991),(Barringer et al. 1990),
Baudinet (1989),Moszkowski (1986),Merz (1993)) achieve bounded response by imposing
syntactic restrictions | for example, by identifying a priori, global and xed notions of
\system-variables" and \environment-variables" to ensure true reactivity. This paradigm
is also nondeterministic. Futhermore, motivated by process algebra, we desire a more
algebraic view of processes and combinators. We believe that our treatment of negative
information through defaults is novel in this setting.
Nonmonotonic reasoning. Our work builds on Reiter (1980) directly, and is related
to the stable semantics model of Gelfond & Lifschitz (1988). However, we provide a
compositional semantics for default logic and mathematically connect default logic with
reasoning about time-outs in reactive, synchronous programming.
There is a very large literature on nonmonotonic reasoning ((Gabbay et al. 1994),
Marek & Truszczynski (1993) are recent books on this subject), doing justice to which
is not possible in the space available to us. So a few remarks will have to suce. Our
analysis seems to bring the following novel ideas to the research around nonmonotonic
reasoning. First, we explicitly introduce the notion of a two-level logical system: the
program combinators provide a sca olding on top of an underlying logical language of
constraints, similar to the synchronous languages. Questions of entailment and disentailment have to be decided purely with respect to constraints. This makes the languages far
more practical than nonmonotonic formalisms based directly on reasoning about entail-
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ment/disentailment in full rst-order logic, since the constraint language can be chosen
so that its expressiveness, and hence complexity, is appropriate for the needs of the
application at hand.
Second, we explore these ideas in the context of agents embedded in an autonomous
world with which they cannot control the rate of interaction. This necessarily implies
that the computations that an agent can a ord to perform between interactions with
the external world must be limited, indeed bounded by some a priori constant. In Timed
Default cc this means that recursion in a time instant is not allowed; consequently there
is hope for compiling away default programs into a nite state machine, so that only
some very simple tests have to be done at run-time.
Third, the notion of reactive computation forces us to view a default theory as a
transducer : it must be open to the receipt of unknown new information at run-time, and
must produce then an \extension" beyond that input. This emphasis on the relational
nature of default deduction | also to be found in (Marek et al. 1990),(Marek et al. 1992)
| is a key idea behind our development of a denotational semantics. It forces us not
to look at just what is deducible from the given theory, but ask what is deducible from
the theory in the presence of new information. And in particular, it causes us to develop
conditions for the determinacy of default programs.
Similarly, the desire to get a denotational semantics for such transducers forced us to
ask the question: what aspects of the internal construction of a default theory need to be
preserved in order for us to construct the denotation of a conjunctive composition from
the denotation of its constituents? It forced us to develop the internal logic of default
theories: A ` B if any observation that can be made of A can also be made of B. This
logic can be used to establish the equivalence of two default agents. To our knowledge,
the development of such an inference relation between default programs is original to
this paper.
The model presented in this paper enriches the model in (Saraswat et al. 1994a)
by allowing the instantaneous detection of negative information. All the results of
(Saraswat et al. 1994a) continue to hold; there is a straightforward embedding of (the
denotations of) tcc programs into Timed Default cc.
Concurrent Constraint Programming. A nonmonotonic framework for concurrent
constraint programming has been presented in (de Boer et al. 1993). The paper focuses
on providing for general constructions for retracting constraints once they have been established, and for checking for disentailment. A version of existentials are worked out.
The connection between this work and default logic (and its notions of extensions) and
reactive programming is, however, not clear. This will be the subject of future investigations.
Synchronous languages. The synchronous languages mentioned above implicitly
adopt specialized forms of default reasoning for handling absence of signals: A signal is
absent at a time instant if and only if it is not emitted by some process. This paper
extends this view to generic constraint systems, and provides a \formal recipe" to design
such languages. Our analysis breaks down the design of synchronous languages into three
inter-related components:
1 The details of actual synchronization mechanisms are suppressed through the entailment relation of a constraint system.
2 The notion of defaults is analyzed at the level of the basic (untimed) concurrent
logic language.
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3 The (timed) synchronous language is obtained by extending the untimed language
uniformly over time.
We show that Timed Default cc supports the derivation of the preemption constructs
found in synchronous programming languages.

2. Concurrent Constraint Programming
Concurrent Constraint Programmingy(cc) replaces the traditional notion of a store as

a valuation of variables with the notion of a store as a constraint on the possible values
of variables. The store consists of pieces of information that restrict the possible values of
the variables. A program consists of a set of agents running concurrently. Agents act in
two basic ways | they can add information to the store (tell) or they can query the store
about the validity of some information (ask). Computation is monotonic | information
can only be added to the store. Tell actions take place immediately. Ask actions are
used for synchronization | if a query is answered positively, then the agent can proceed,
otherwise it waits (possibly forever) until there is enough information in the store to
entail the information in the query.
2.1. Constraint systems.

A constraint system D is a system of partial information, consisting of a set of primitive
constraints ( rst-order formulas) or tokens D, closed under conjunction and existential
quanti cation, and an inference relation (logical entailment) ` that relates tokens to
tokens. We use a; b; : : : to range over tokens. The entailment relation induces through
symmetric closure the logical equivalence relation, .

De nition 2.1 A constraint system is a structure hD; `; V ar; f9X j X 2 V argi such
that:

1 D is closed under conjunction(^); ` D  D satis es:
(a) a ` a
(b) a ` a0 and a0 ^ a00 ` b implies that a ^ a00 ` b
(c) a ^ b ` a and a ^ b ` b
(d) a ` b1 and a ` b2 implies that a ` b1 ^ b2.
2 V ar is an in nite set of variables, such that for each variable X 2 V ar, 9X : D ! D
is an operation satisfying usual laws on existentials:
(a) a ` 9X a
(b) 9X (a ^ 9X b)  9X a ^ 9X b
(c) 9X 9Y a  9Y 9X a
(d) a ` b implies that 9X a ` 9X b
3 ` is decidable.

y The technical development of concurrent constraint programming can be found
in (Saraswat et al. 1991).
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The last condition is necessary to have an e ective operational semantics.
A constraint is an entailment closed subset of D. For any set of tokens S, we let S
stand for the constraint fa 2 D j 9fa1 ; : : :; ak g  S: a1 ^ : : : ^ ak ` ag. For any token a,
a is just the constraint fag.
The set of constraints, written jDj, ordered by inclusion(), forms a complete algebraic
lattice with least upper bounds induced by ^, least element true = fa j 8b 2 D: b ` ag
and greatest element false = D. Reverse inclusion is written . 9; ` lift to operations
on constraints. Examples of such systems are the system Herbrand (underlying logic
programming), FD (Hentenryck et al. 1992), and Gentzen (Saraswat et al. 1994b).

Example 2.1 The Herbrand constraint system. Let L be a rst-order language L
with equality. The tokens of the constraint system are the atomic propositions. Entailment is speci ed by Clark's Equality Theory, which include the usual entailment relations
that one expects from equality. Thus, for example, f(X; Y ) = f(A; g(B; C)) must entail
X = A and Y = g(B; C).
Example 2.2 The FD constraint system. Variables are assumed to range over nite

domains. In addition to tokens representing equality of variables, there are tokens that
that restrict the range of a variable to some nite set.

Example 2.3 The Gentzen constraint system. For real-time computation we have
found the simple constraint system (G ) to be very useful. Gentzen provides the very

simple level of functionality that is needed to represent signals, e.g. as in Esterel and
Lustre. The primitive tokens ai of Gentzen are atomic propositions X; Y; Z : : :. These
can be thought of as signals in a computing framework. The entailment relation is trivial,
i.e. a1 ^ : : : ^ an `G a i a = ai for some i. Finally 9X (a1 ^ : : : ^ an ) = b1 ^ : : : ^ bn
where bi = ai if ai 6= X and bi = true otherwise.
In the rest of this paper we will assume that we are working in some constraint system

hD; `;V ar; f9X j X 2 V argi. We will let a; b : : : range over D. We use u; v; w : : : to range
over constraints.

Model for cc. The model for cc (Saraswat et al. 1991) is based on observing for each
agent A those stores u in which it is quiescent, that is those stores u in which executing A
does not result in the generation of any more information. Formally, de ne the predicate
A#u (read: \A converges on u" or \A quiesces on u"). The intended interpretation is: A
when executed in u does not produce any information that is not entailed by u. We then
have the evident axioms for the combinators:

Tell The only inputs on which a can converge are those that already contain the information in a:
a 2 uu
a#
Ask The rst corresponds to the case in which the ask is not answered, and the second
in which it is:
A #u
a 62 u
(if a then A) #u (if a then A) #u
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Parallel Composition To converge on u, both components must converge on u:
A1 #u A2 #u
(A1 ; A2) #u
Hiding Information about the variable X is local to A.
A #v 9X :u = 9X :v
(new X in A) #u
Note that these axioms for the relation are \compositional": whether an agent converges on u is determined by some conditions involving whether its sub-agents converge
on u. This suggests taking the denotation of an agent A to be the set of all u such that
A #u ; because of the axioms above, the denotation is compositional.
We can now use the denotational semantics of an agent to reason about the actual
input/output behavior (the \operational semantics"): the output of an agent A on an
input a is exactly the least b above a (if any) for which A converges.
Conversely, one can ask which sets of observations can be viewed as determining the
denotation of a process. The answer is quite straightforward: the key idea is that from
the set it should be possible to determine a unique output above every input (if the
process converges). That is, the set S should have the property that above every (input)
constraint a, there is a unique minimal element in S (the output). We can say this
generally by requiring that S be closed under glbs of arbitrary non-empty subsets.
Program equivalence. We thus have an independent notion of processes, on which
all the combinators of interest to us are de nable. One further question arises | full
abstraction: if the denotations of two agents A and B are distinct, then is there in fact
a context, i.e. a third agent P with a \hole" in it, such that plugging the hole with
A and B separately would produce agents with observably di erent behaviors? If the
model is fully abstract for the given language and notion of observation, then we know
that the model does not make distinctions that are too ne: if the denotations of two
agents are di erent, then there is a reason, namely, there is another agent which can
be used to distinguish between the two. This property implies that a logic for reasoning
about processes (semantic entities) can be used to reason safely about agents and their
operational behavior. The model for cc we presented above is fully abstract.

3. Default Concurrent Constraint Programming

How does the situation change in the presence of defaults?
The critical question is: how should the notion of observation be extended? Intuitively,
the answer seems obvious: observe for each agent A those stores u in which they are
quiescent, given the guess v about the nal result. Note that the guess v must always be
stronger than u | it must contain at least the information on which A is being tested
for quiescence. Formally, we de ne a predicate A #uv (read as: \A converges on u under
the guess v"). The intended interpretation is: if the guess v is used to resolve defaults,
then executing A in u does not produce any information not entailed by u.
We then have the evident axioms for the primitive combinators:

Tell The information about the guess v is not needed:
a2u
a #uv
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Positive Ask The rst two rules cover the case in which the ask is not answered, and

the third the case in which it is:
a 62 u; A #vv
A #uv
a 62 v
u
u
(if a then A) #v (if a then A) #v (if a then A) #uv
Parallel Composition Note that a guess v for A1 ; A2 is propagated down as the guess
for A1 and A2 :
A1 #uv A2 #uv
(A1 ; A2) #uv
Negative Ask In the rst case, the default is disabled, and in the second it can re:
A #uv
a2v u
(if a else A) #v (if a else A) #uv
Hiding Hiding becomes considerably more complicated in this model, and we shall come
back to it later.

Again, note that these axioms for the relation are \compositional": whether an agent
converges on (u; v) is determined by some conditions involving whether its sub-agents
converge on (u; v). This suggests taking the denotation of an agent A to be the set of
all (u; v) such that A #uv; because of the axioms above, the denotation is compositional.
Furthermore, we can recover the \input/output" relation exhibited by A from its denotation: the outputs of A on input a are exactly those b's above a such that A #bb and there
is no constraint v, a 2 v distinct from b such that A #v . That is, the result of running A
on input a should be just those tokens b such that A bcan produce no more information
than b (under the guess that b is the output), and such that there is \no place to stop"
above a and strictly below b (so that b, can, in fact, be generated by A on input a). Note
that due to indeterminacy, there may be several such b's.
3.1. The basic model.

We now have the basic ideas in hand to proceed somewhat more formally. We establish
the basic notion of a process, provide an operational semantics for processes, explore some
properties, and show that the model is fully abstract.

De nition 3.1 (Observations) DObs, the set of simple observations is the set
f(u; v) 2 jDj  jDj j v  ug.
A process is a collection of observations that satisfy the following intuitive conditions:
1 Guess convergence | we will only make those guesses v under which a process can
actually quiesce, i.e. executing the process in v does not produce any information
not entailed by v.
2 Local determinacy | the idea is that once a guess is made, every process behaves
like a cc agent. This is expressed by saying that under every guess v (that is, for
every v such that (v; v) 2 S) the set of constraints on which the process is claimed
to be convergent under the guess v (i.e., the set fu j (u; v) 2 S g) should be closed
under glbs.
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For a set of constraints S and element v, we use the notation (S; v) to stand for the
set f(u; v) j u 2 S g, and uS to stand for the greatest lower bound of S.

De nition 3.2 (Process) A process P  DObs satisfying:
Guess-convergence (v; v) 2 P if (u; v) 2 P:
Local Determinacy (uS; v) 2 P if S =6 ; and (S; v)  P.
We can now provide the denotational de nitions for the combinators. The information
about the guess is not needed for the tell or ask combinator. The de nition for the parallel
composition follows cc | note that a guess v for A; B is propagated down as the guess
for A and B. However, note the crucial use of the guess/default in the de nition for
if a else A | the guess is used to determine if A is initiated.

P [ a]] =d (u; v) 2 DObs j a 2 u

P [ if a then A]] =d (u; v) 2 DObs j a 2 v ) (v; v) 2 P [ A]];
a 2 u ) (u; v) 2 P [ A]]

d
P [ if a else A]] = (u; v) 2 DObs j a 62 v ) (u; v) 2 P [ A]]
P [ A; B]] =d P [ A]] \ P [ B]]
Each of these combinators is seen to yield a process when applied to a process, and to be
continuous and monotone in its process argument. Note that we do not have recursion
| we will implement recursion in Timed Default cc across time steps.
Hiding. Intuitively, the process new X in A is supposed to behave like the process
A[Y=X], where Y is some new variable distinct from any variable occurring in the environment. Somewhat surprisingly, the de nition of hiding in the model is subtle and
involved. The reason is that the union of two processes is not a process. Therefore, the
\internal choice" (or \blind" choice) combinator A u B of Hoarey is not expressible in
the model.
Hiding, can, however, mimic internal choice, in the presence of defaults. To illustrate,
consider the process A =d (if X = 1 else (Y = 1; X = 2); if X = 2 else (Z = 1; X = 1)).
These are two con icting defaults. The process contains in its denotation the observations ((Y = 1; X = 2); (Y = 1; Z = 1; X = 2)), and ((Z = 1; X = 1); (Y = 1; Z =
1; X = 1)). However, no information about X can appear in the denotation of the process new X in A. Consequently, one would expect new X in A to exhibit the observation
(Y = 1; (Y = 1; Z = 1)) and (Z = 1; (Y = 1; Z = 1)). If new X in A is to be a process
however, it must be locally determinate: it must also exhibit the glb of these two observations, namely (true; (Y = 1; Z = 1)). However, it cannot do that, since it must either
produce Y = 1 or produce Z = 1. Thus, the straightforward de nition of new X in A
cannot be a process.
Our pathway for describing the denotational semantics of hiding and resolving the
above problems is as follows. Let Z be a process | we will de ne the process newX Z.

y A u B behaves like either A or B, and the choice cannot be in uenced by the environment
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1 Recall that the variable X is local to Z. Thus, default assumptions (guesses) about
the variable X must be reasonable, i.e. there must be some evolution of Z that
generates the default assumptions on X | restricting Z to such defaults gives us
a subset of Z, call it Z1 .
2 Identify the \maximal determinate subprocess" of Z1 | call it Z2 . This eliminates
the possibility of locally indeterminate processes, as was the case above. We provide
(see Appendix A) a sucient condition on processes that are not a ected by this
step | this is the class of determinate processes and it includes all processes that
we are interested in.
3 Finally, we follow intuitions from cc to obtain the de nition. Consider the behavior
of new X in A on an input a. a may constrain X; however this X is the \external"
X which the process must not see. Hence, to obtain the behavior on a, we should
observe the behavior on 9X a. However, the result, say b, may constrain X, and
this X is the \internal" X. Therefore, the result seen by the environment must be
a t 9X b.
Formally, we build the denotation newX Z in three stages, corresponding
to the intu
d
0
itive steps outlined above. First some notation. De ne 9X:S = u 2 jDj j 9u 2 S:9X :u =

9X :u0 . For any process Z and (v; v) 2 Z, let Zv =d u 2 jDj j (u; v) 2 Z .
1 De ne Z1 =d (Zv ; v)  Z j 8u 2 Zv ; u  9X v ) u = v .
S
2 De ne Z2 =d (Zv ; v)  Z1 j 8v0 2 jDj; (v0 ; v0) 2 Z1 ; 9X v = 9X v0 ) 9X Zv =
9X Zv .
S
3 Now newX Z =d (S; v)  DObs j 9v0 [(v0 ; v0) 2 Z2 ; 9X v = 9X v0 ; 9X S = 9X Zv ] .
S

0

0

So, we have: P [ new X in A]] = newX P [ A]]
De ne a process Z to be X-determinate if in the above de nition Z1 = Z2 . We will
later provide a sucient criterion for showing that a process is X-determinate.
With the above de nitions, we can work out the denotation of any Default cc process.
Here we consider two interesting examples.

Example 3.1



P [ if a else a]] = (u; v) 2 DObs j a 2 v

This is an example of a default theory which does not have any extensions (Reiter (1980)).
However, it does provide some information, it says that the quiescent points must be
greater than a, and it is necessary to keep this information to get a compositional semantics. It is di erent from if b else b, whereas in default logic and synchronous languages
both these agents are considered the same, i.e. meaningless, and are thrown away.

Example 3.2
P [ if a then
 b; if a else b]] =
(u; v) 2 DObs j b 2 v; ((a 62 v) _ (a 2 u)) ) b 2 u

This agent is \almost" like \if a then b else b", and illustrates the basic di erence between
positive and negative information. In most semantics, one would expect it to be identical
to the agent b. However, if a else b is not the same as if :a then b, in the second case
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some agent must explicitly write :a in the store, but in the rst case merely the fact
that no agent can write a is sucient to trigger b. This di erence is demonstrated by
running both b and if a then b; if a else b in parallel with if b then a | b produces a t b
on true, while if a then b; if a else b produces no output.
These two examples show that designing a logic for this language is not entirely trivial.
We come back to this a little later.
3.2. Input-output behavior

How do we obtain the \result" of executing an agent A on an input token a from the
denotation P [ A]]? The output is going to be all those tokens b where b ` a and there is
no place for the process to stop strictly below b.

De nition 3.3 (I/O mapping) The input-output relation r(P) induced by a process
P is de ned by:

r(P) = (a; b) 2 D  D j b ` a; (b; b) 2 P; (8u)(u; b) 2 P: a 2 u ) u = b
The relation r(P) may be easily extended to constraints. Note that r(P) may be nonmonotone, e.g. r(P [ if a else b]]) is non-monotone | it maps ; to b and a to a. (A relation
R is non-monotone i it is not monotone. It is monotone i a R b and a0 ` a implies
there is a b0 ` b such that a0 R b0 .)

Example 3.3 In the program if a else a, there is no possible output above the input
true. On the other hand, there can be multiple outputs | both a and b are possible
outputs on input true for the program if a else b; if b else a.
This leads us to the de nition of determinacy.

De nition 3.4 A process Z is called determinate if its input-output behavior is a total
function with domain D.

For controlling reactive systems, it is necessary that the programs be determinate.
Later in section 3.7 we will provide an algorithm to characterize the indeterminate programs. This semantic notion of indeterminacy captures the essence of the \causality
cycles" in synchronous programming languages. In the appendix, we also show that a
determinate program is X{determinate for all variables X.
3.3. Operational Semantics

A simple non-deterministic execution mechanism (operational semantics) can be provided for recursion-free Default cc by extending the operational semantics of cc computations.
We take a con guration to be a multiset of agents. For any con guration ?, let (?) be
the subset of tell tokens in ?. We de ne binary transition relations ?!b on con gurations
indexed by \ nal" guesses b that will be used to evaluate defaults:
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b 6` a
?; if a else B ?!b ?; B

?; new X in A ?!b ?; A[Y=X] (Y not free in A; ?)
?; (A; B) ?!b ?; A; B
The operational semantics described above can be used to compute the result of running the agent in a given store only if the \ nal store" is known beforehand. For nite
agents P, this non-determinism can be bounded, and hence made e ective (e.g., by backtracking). The output of executing A on input a can now be described as

ro (A)(a) = b 2 D j 9b0 2 D (A; a) ?!b ? 6?!b ; b0 = (?); 9Y~ b0  b
Here Y~ are the new local variables in (?0 ) introduced during the derivation (In the
rest of this paper we will not mention this again, whenever we write 9Y~ , Y~ will always
stand for these new variables). We will show later that it is the same as the i/o relation
given by the denotation. Once again, the transition relation and the relation ro can be
generalized to constraints.
Implementation. The operational semantics can be implemented in a straightforward way using backtracking. For each default if a else A there are two possibilities
| either a is going to be true at the end, or it will not be, in which case we execute
A. We have written an interpreter for Default cc in Sicstus Prolog, using the Gentzen
constraint system. The interpreter chooses one of the two possibilities for each default,
and proceeds. When all defaults have been processed, it checks to make sure that all
the assumptions were correct | if so, the answer is output, otherwise, it backtracks to
choose an alternative assumption.
Here we present a trace of the transistor program described in the introduction.
forall C do A is a shorthand for a conjunction of agents, those which are produced
by substituting all possible values of C, though of course in any program we need to
test only nitely many. We have shown the output for two scenarios | one with current
owing to the base, and the other with no current. For more details about the implementation, see the Hybrid cc implementation in (Gupta et al. ), which is quite similar.
0

0

% Resolve a default: if X is not bound to something term-unequal
% to V, bind it to V.
default(X, V) :: forall X:Y do (if (Y\==V) else {X:V}).
transistor(Base, Emitter, Collector) ::
[ {Emitter:0},
if Base:on then forall Emitter:Y do {Collector:Y}),
default(Base, off),
default(Collector, 5) ].
----------------------------------------------------dtg ?- transistor(b,e,c).
e:0 b:off c:5 b:off
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Store: [ b:off, c:5, e:0]
----------------------------------------------------dtg ?- {b:on},transistor(b,e,c).
b:on e:0 c:0
Termination at T=0.
Store: [ c:0, e:0, b:on]

3.4. Correspondence Theorems

We show that the denotational semantics and the transition relation are equivalent.
The following lemma identi es the key properties of the transition relation.
Lemma 3.1. The relation ?!v satis es:

Con uence: If A ?!v A0 and A ?!v A00 and there is no clash in variable names
between the two derivations then there is a B such that A0 ?!v B and A00 ?!v B:
Monotonicity: A ?!v A0 ) A; B ?!v A0 ; B:
Extensivity: A ?!v A0 ) (A0 )  (A):
Idempotence: A ?!v A0 6?!v) A; 9Y~ (A0 ) ?!v A0 6?!v, where Y~ are the new
variables introduced in the derivation.

Proof. All properties are based on the observation that ?!v is (essentially) the reduction relation in cc languages. 2

From the family of transition relations, we may provide a de nition of the operational
semantics (obtained by extending the transition relation to constraints:

De nition 3.5

O[ A]] =d (u; v) 2 DObs j 9v0 :(A; u) ?!v B 6?!v ; 9Y~ (B) = u; 9Y~ v0 = v
(A; v) ?!v B 0 6?!v ; (B 0 ) = v0
0

0

0

0

The following results establish the connections between these two characterizations.
Lemma 3.2.

O[ a]] = P [ a]]
O[ A; B]] = O
[ A]] \ O[ B]]

O[ if a then A]] = (u; v) 2 DObs j a 2 v ) (v; v) 2 O[ A]];
a 2 u ) (u; v) 2 O[ A]]

O[ if a else A]] = (u; v) 2 DObs j a 62 v ) (u; v) 2 O[ A]]
O[ new X in A]] = newX O[ A]]; if O[ A]] is X {determinate

Proof. The proof follows extant proofs (Saraswat et al. 1991),(Jagadeesan et al. 1991)
for languages in the cc paradigm, and is presented in Appendix A. 2
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Now we can show the following theorem. We say that A satis es the X{determinacy
condition if whenever new X in P is a subprogram of A, then O[ P]] is X{determinate.
Theorem 3.3. For any program A which satis es the X {determinacy condition for all

X,

1 P [ A]] = O[ A]].
2 r(O[ A]]) = ro (A)
Proof. A simple structural induction using the above lemma 3.2 yields (1). (2) follows

as a corollary | a detailed proof is in Appendix A. 2

Theorem 3.4. (Full abstraction for Default cc) If P [ P]] 6= P [ Q]] and P and Q
satisfy the X {determinacy condition for all variables X , then there exists an agent C
such that P; C is observationally distinct from Q; C .
3.5. Default cc is conservative over cc

Note that programs written in the cc syntax can be interpreted as Default cc programs.
In this section, we clarify how cc processes embed in the space of Default cc processes.
We show that Default cc is in fact conservative over cc.
This result exploits a characterization of a large class of \monotone" processes |
intuitively, this class captures the processes that do not exploit the ability to detect
negative information. Note that the following characterization is semantic.
Lemma 3.5. For any determinate process P , r(P) is the graph of a monotone function,

if P satis es:

1 If (u; v) 2 P then (u; u) 2 P .
2 If (u; v) 2 P; (v0; v0 ) 2 P; v0  v then (u; v0) 2 P .
Proof. The proof is a routine manipulation of the denotational semantics and is post-

poned to Appendix A. 2

Theorem 3.6. Default cc is conservative over cc.
Proof. For a P satisfying the conditions of the above lemma, the xed point set of r(P)
is just u j (u; u) 2 P . Conversely,
given a closure operator f, the Default cc process

corresponding to it is given by (u; v) 2 DObs j u; v 2 f . Note that this satis es both
the properties given above, and thus is monotone. 2

The above conservativity result is further reinforced by the logic for Default cc that we
discuss next.
3.6. Logic for Default cc

In this section we consider a proof-system for Default cc agents without hiding. We
encourage the reader to compare this proof system with the proof system for cc.
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The denotational semantics for Default cc induces a natural logic, namely the logic
for proving for agents A and B that P [ A]]  P [ B]]. Note that this logic is necessarily a
monotone logic.
The syntax of formulas in the logic is
A ::= a j Ma j if a then A j if a else A j A; A
(3.1)
Sequents are of the form A1; : : :; An ` B1 ; : : :; Bk , where the Ai ; Bj are all agents, with
the requirement that all except at most one of the Bj is of the form Ma. Ma is understood
to stand for if a else a | it corresponds to the Ma of Default logic (Reiter (1980)). We
say that the remaining Bj is the non-trivial formula of the RHS. Intuitively, a sequent
is valid if every observation that can be made of a system consisting of the Ai running
in parallel can be made of (at least) one of the Bj . In the following, we will let ?; 
range over multisets of agents. (?) will stand for the sub-multiset of tell tokens in ?
and M ?1 (?) for the multiset a j Ma 2 ? .
The Structural and Identity rules of inference for the logic are the rules of Exchange,
Weakening and Contraction, and the Identity and Cut rules. Thus the logic is classical.
The other proof rules are as follows, they are obtained by interpreting A; B as A ^ B,
if a then A as a ! A and if a else A as Ma _ A.
M ?1(?); (?) ` a (M)
(?) ` a (C)
? ` ; a
? ` ; Ma
? ` a ?; A `  (Lthen)
?; a ` ; A
?; if a then A ` 
? ` ; if a then A (Rthen)
?; Ma `  ?; A `  (Lelse)
? ` Ma; ; A
?; if a else A ` 
? ` ; if a else A (Relse)
? ` ; A ? ` ; B (Rpar)
?; A; B ` 
?; (A; B) `  (Lpar)
? ` ; (A; B)
S
Let [[ ]] be de ned as A2 P [ A]]. Note that while in general the union of two
processes is not a process, the restriction that we place upon  | all but one of its
processes be of the form Ma | ensures that it is a process. In fact, P [ Ma]] [ P [ A]] =
P [ if a else A]].
Theorem 3.7. (Soundness and Completeness) Let ?;  be multisets of hiding free

agents. Then,

? `  , P [ ?]]  [[ ]]

Proof. The proofs are routine structural inductions, and follow extant proofs for cc. The

proof is presented in detail in Appendix A. The reason for excluding the hiding combinator is the slight mismatch between hiding and logical existentials | this is characteristic
of cc languages (Saraswat et al. 1991). 2
3.7. Default cc: Compilation and determinacy

We consider now the implementation of Default cc agents. The two key issues to be resolved are: a determinacy detection algorithm, and an implementation of Default cc. Note
that both these issues are resolved by the operational semantics. However, the operational
semantics involves \guessing" of defaults; thus, a priori, it is not clear that it induces
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a backtracking free implementation of Default cc. Following synchronous languages, we
will exploit the denotational semantics to yield an ecient implementation.
The algorithm proceeds in the following two steps.
1 Move all the hiding constructs to the top level. This can be done via the following
equations, in each case using renaming to avoid capture.
A; new X in B = new X in (A; B); X not free in A
if a then new X in A = new X in if a then A; X not free in a
if a else new X in A = new X in if a else A; X not free in a
Let the program now be of the form P = new Y~ in A. In the appendix, we show
that if A is determinate, then P is determinate; similarly, the input-output behavior
of P is easily computed in terms of the input-output behavior of A.
2 The next step is to construct a nite representation of r(A) | the input-output behavior of the process A. This construction is developed formally below. Intuitively,
a program A refers to only nitely many constraints, any other piece of input is
just added to the output without making any di erence to the execution. So our
algorithm consists of running the program on all such \relevant" inputs, and making sure it is determinate on them. This can be done at compile time. In fact the
input-output values for these inputs can be stored at compile time in the form of a
table, and at runtime, execution reduces to a table lookup, enabling fast execution.
We now formalize the second step of the above algorithm.

De nition 3.6 Let C be a constraint system, with C its set of tokens. Then, B(C) is
the free Complete Atomic Boolean Algebra (CABA) over the generators C and relations
a ! b = true, if a ` b.
The free CABA can be generated from the constraint system as follows | consider
the set of tokens as a join semilattice with the information ordering (a  b i a ` b).
Now the CABA is the powerset of the set of proper lters of this lattice. Each token in
C is embedded in the CABA as the set of lters containing it. An entailment relation on
the CABA can be de ned as follows: a `B(C) b i a  b. Conjunction is set union, and
disjunction is set intersection. Complements are given by set complement. We denote the
embedding of the token a 2 C in B(C) as B(a). The empty set of lters corresponds to
the element true. Clearly, if a ` b, then every lter that contains b contains a, so we
have a `B(C) b. On the other hand, if a 6` b then there must be a lter containing b that
does not have a | such a lter could be the set of elements which are not below b. So
a 6`B(C) b. Thus the entailment relation induced by the CABA conservatively extends
the entailment relation of the constraint system. All least upper bounds in C are also
automatically preserved by B(C ).
Let C1 and C2 be two constraint systems, such that C1  C2 and the entailment
relation of C2 is a conservative extension of the relation of C1. Given u 2 jC2j, we de ne
its projection over C1 as (u) = u \ C1 .

De nition 3.7 Given two constraint systems C1 and C2, we say that C2 extends C1 if for
all u 2 jC2j, we have u `2 (u).
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Note that if C1 is a sublattice of C2 , then C2 extends C1 . In this case we have (u) = u\C1.
B(C ) extends C | the condition 8u 2 jC2j:u `2 (u) follows from the fact that least
upper bounds of C are preserved by B(C ).
Lemma 3.8. If P is a hiding-free program over the constraint system C1 with denotation

P [ P]]1, C2 extends C1, and the denotation of P over C2 is P [ P]]2, then for all u; v 2 C2
we have (u; v) 2 P [ P]]2 i ((u); (v)) 2 P [ P]]1.

Proof. The proof proceeds by a routine structural induction and is presented in Ap-

pendix A. 2

The set of nite constraints relevant to an agent P, denoted B(CP ), is the sub-Boolean
algebra of B(C ) that is generated by the constraints occurring in P. Note that B(CP ) is
a nite poset. Since the entailment relation of CP is derived from that of C , B(C ) extends
B(CP ). By the above lemma, the denotation of P over B(C ) can be computed from the
( nite) denotation over B(CP ).
This nite denotation yields a nite input-output relation, denoted by rf (P). The
following theorem relates rf (P) to r(P) { the input-output relation of P with respect to
the constraint system C .
Lemma 3.9.
 (Representation theorem) If P is a hiding-free program, then
r(P)(a) = a t a0 j a0 2 rf (P)((B(a))) , where B(a) is the embedding of a in B(C).
Proof. The detailed proof is presented in Appendix A. The proof exploits the following
crucial fact:
8u 2 jB(CP )j; v 2 jB(C)j:(u t v) = u t (v)
Indeed the \free" construction of the CABA and CP above is set up precisely to achieve
the above property. 2

The determinacy of P is established by showing that rf (P) is the graph of a function.
Note that this is a conservative test | this test may say that P is indeterminate even if
P over C is determinate | this is because C may not have enough tokens to produce the
indeterminate behavior of P. However, if the test says that a program is determinate,
then it is determinate in any constraint system where it is de nable.
While we have described  : B(C ) ! CP abstractly, we note that for any a 2 C, (a)
can be computed using the entailment relation of C (i.e. queries to the constraint solver)
and the axioms of Boolean Algebras.
Compilation. The relation rf (P) is computed at compile time. The execution proceeds as follows. On input a, rst compute (B(a)); next, use the relation rf (P) to
determine the output on (B(a)); next, use Lemma 3.9 to determine the output of P in
a. This last step involves one more tell action on the constraint solver. Finally the local
variables are hidden from the output.

4. Timed Default cc | Timed Default concurrent constraint programming

Timed Default cc arises from Default cc by the integration of a notion of time. The
motivation for this integration is the ability to model, describe and program behaviors of
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reactive systems, which, as de ned earlier, are those that react to inputs, but otherwise
stay dormant.
Our modeling philosophy is based on the intuitions underlying synchronous programming (Berry (1993),Halbwachs (1993),Benveniste & Berry (1991b))| as captured
in
synchronous programming languages (Berry & Gonthier (1992),(Halbwachs et al. 1991),
(Guernic et al. 1991),Harel (1987),(Clarke et al. 1991)). Thus, we expect our model to
satisfy the features characteristic of the above languages. In particular, we expect the
notion of time in Timed Default cc to be multiform | any signal can serve as the notion
of time.
We describe Timed Default cc as an \extension" of Default cc over discrete time. This
construction is roughly analagous to the de nition of discrete linear time temporal logic
from ordinary classical logic. Concretely, we add to the untimed Default cc a single
temporal control construct: hence A. Declaratively, hence A imposes the constraints of
A at every time instant after the current one. Operationally, if hence A is invoked at
time t, a new copy of A is invoked at each instant in t0 > t.
Agents

a

Propositions

a holds now

if a then A if a holds now, then A holds now
if a else A if a does not hold now, then A holds now
new X in A there is an instance A[t=X] that holds now
A; B

both A and B hold now

hence A
A holds at every instant after now
Intuitively, hence might appear to be a very specialized construct, since it requires
repetition of the same program at every subsequent time instant. However, hence can

combine with positive and negative ask operations to yield rich patterns of temporal
evolution. Later in this section, we demonstrate the power of the language by exhibiting
several de ned combinators. The key idea that we exploit is that negative asks allow the
instantaneous preemption of a program | for example, a program hence if a else A
will in fact not execute A at all those time instants at which a is true.
4.1. Denotational Model

Notation. We will be working with sequences, i.e. partial functions on the natural
numbers | their domains will be initial segments of the natural numbers of the form 0::n.
We let s; t and its variations, s0 ; s00; : : : denote sequences, whereas z will always represent
a sequence of length 1. We use \" to denote the empty sequence. The concatenation of
sequences is denoted by \"; for this purpose a singleton k is regarded as the one-element
sequence hki. Given a subset of sequences S, and a sequence s, we will write S after s
for the set t 2 SObs j s  t 2 S . The length of s is denoted by jsj, while s(n) denotes
its nth element. We also de ne S(0) = z j z  s 2 S .
For any sequence s and n  jsj, we de ne the restricted sequence sn =
hs(0); s(1); : : :; s(n ? 1)i, the sequence consisting of the rst n elements of s. sn is a
pre x of s |  is a pre x of all sequences.
We will use 1 and 2 for the rst and second projection on pairs.
In the rest of this section we will assume that we are working in some constraint system
hD; `; V ar; f9X j X 2 V argi.
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Observations. We are going to identify observations with \runs of the system" |
a tracing of the reactive system trajectory over time. Thus intuitively, we are observing
the quiescent sequences of interactions for the system. Our observations will satisfy the
following criteria.
Since we are going to model the programs executing at any instant by Default cc
programs, the observation at any given instant of time is going to be an observation of
Default cc | i.e. a pair of constraints (u; v), such that u  v. A run of a system is then,
as a rst approximation, a sequence of Default cc observations.
Note however that this rst approximation fails to capture a fundamental property of
execution in Default cc | namely that the input-output behaviour of a Default cc process
is a subset of observations of the form (v; v). To put it another way, the observations
of the form (u; v); u 6= v in the denotation of a Default cc process are essential for the
compositional description of Default cc processes, but do not appear in the input-output
behavior of the process, as de ned in De nition 3.3. The second condition, observability,
in the following de nition accommodates this intuition | all but the last element of an
observation must be of the form (v; v).
De nition 4.1 An observation s of Timed Default cc satis es:
1 s is a sequence of Default cc observations.
2 8i < jsj ? 1:1(s(i)) = 2 (s(i)).

TDccObs is the the set of all Timed Default cc observations.
A process is a collection of observations that satis es
1 Pre x closure property of computational systems | the future cannot undo the
past.
2 Instantaneous execution at any time instant is modeled by a Default cc process.

De nition 4.2 P  TDccObs is a process i it satis es the following conditions:
1 (Non-emptiness)  2 P,
2 (Pre x-closure) s 2 P whenever s  t 2 P, and
3 (Point execution) (P after s)(0) is a Default cc process whenever s 2 P.
Combinators of Timed Default cc. The agents c; if a then A; if a else A and (A; B)
are inherited from Default cc and their denotations are induced by their Default cc de nitions.

D[ a]] =d fg [ (u; v)  s 2 TDccObs j a 2 u

D[ if a then A]] =d fg [ (u; v)  s 2 TDccObs j a 2 v ) (v; v) 2 D[ A]];
a 2 u ) (u; v)  s 2 D[ A]]

D[ if a else A]] =d fg [ (u; v)  s 2 TDccObs j a 62 v ) (u; v)  s 2 D[ A]]
D[ A; B]] =d D[ A]] \ D[ B]]
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new X in A imposes the constraints of A, but hides the variable X from the other
programs. Every observation s 2 D[ new X in A]] is induced by an observation s0 2 D[ A]],
i.e. at every time instant t, s(t) must equal the result of hiding X in the Default cc process
given by A at time t after history st?1 . Formally, let 9X s = 9X s0 denote jsj = js0 j, and
8i < jsj; 8j 2 f1; 2g:9X j (s(i)) = 9X j (s0 (i)). Then
D[ new X in A]] =d

n

s 2 TDccObs j 9s0 2 D[ A]]:9X s = 9X s0 ;
o
8n < jsj s(n) 2 new X in D[ (A after (s0 )n)(0)]]

The new combinator introduced by the additional structure is hence . The de nition
for hence is as expected | observations have to \satisfy" A everywhere after the rst
instant.

D[ hence B]] =d z  s 2 TDccObs j (8s1 ; s2 )s = s1  s2 ) s2 2 D[ B]]
Equational laws. The above combinators satisfy the following equational laws, which
are provided here to give an intuition for their behavior.
The combinators commute with parallel composition.
hence (A; B) = hence A; hence B
if a then (A; B) = if a then A; if a then B
if a else (A; B) = if a else A; if a else B
(new X in A); B = new X in (A; B); if X not free in B
The order of conditions does not matter.
if a else if b then A = if b then if a else A
if a else if b else A = if b else if a else A
if a then if b then A = if (a t b) then A
Finally, variables do not carry information across time.
new X in a = 9X a
new X in hence a = hence new X in a
new X in (a; hence A) = new X in a; new X in (hence A)
4.2. Examples of definable combinators

We now show how various primitive combinators in Esterel and other languages
can be de ned in Timed Default cc. We will provide a fairly general methodology for
constructing a variety of combinators that can manipulate time. All the combinators
given below can be de ned | the equational laws that they satisfy can be used to
remove the de ned combinators. As an illustration of reasoning with denotations, the
appendix B contains the proofs of some of these equational laws.

Example 4.1 We can de ne the next A combinator that we had introduced as a primitive in (Saraswat et al. 1995) in terms of hence A as follows |

D[ next B]] =d fg [ z  s 2 TDccObs j s 2 D[ B]])
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Now by substituting the de nitions, we will show in the appendix that
next A = new stop in hence [if stop else A; hence stop]

Example 4.2 A useful variant of hence A is always A =d A; hence A, it simply starts
a new copy of A every time, instead of from the next time instant.

Example 4.3 Parameterless guarded recursion can also be de ned. Consider a Timed

Default cc program as a set of declarations g :: A along with an agent. (Here g
names a parameterless procedure.) These declarations can be replaced by the construct
always if g then A. The names of the agents g can now occur in the program, and will
be treated as simple propositional constraints. Note that only one call of an agent needs
to be made at one time instant.

Example 4.4 Another useful combinator is rst a then B, which starts the process B
at the rst time instant that a becomes true. It can be de ned as

D[ rst a then B]] =d s  s0 2 TDccObs j 8i < jsj; a 62 1(s(i));
js0j > 0 ) (a 2 1 (s0 (0)); s0 2 D[ B]])
We can express it in terms of the basic combinators as
rst a then B = new stop in always [ if stop else if a then B
if a then hence stop]
This program keeps on executing if a then A, unless it receives the signal stop. The stop
is produced in all instants after a is true. Note the fact that this de nition is identical to
the de nition for the continuous language Hybrid cc (Gupta et al. ), this will also be the
case for the other de nitions given below.
Example 4.5 The agent time A on a denotes a process whose notion of time is the

occurrence of the tokens a | A evolves only at the time instants at which the store
entails a. This is de nable as follows:
Given a token a and a sequence s 2 TDccObs, de ne the subsequence of s in which
a 2 1(s(i)) as sa . Formally, this subsequence is de ned by induction on the length as
follows:
a = 
sa  (u; v); if a 2 u
(s  (u; v))a =
s ; otherwise
a

Now de ne D[ time A on a]] =d s 2 TDccObs j sa 2 D[ A]] .
This combinator satis es the following equational laws, which can be used to remove
its occurrences from any program.
time b on a = rst a then b
time (if b then B) on a = rst a then if b then time B on a
time (if b else B) on a = rst a then if b else time B on a
time (A; B) on a = (time A on a); (time B on a)
time new x in A on a = new x in time A on a; (x not free in a)
time (hence B) on a = rst a then [hence (if a then time B on a)]
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time A on a can be used to construct various other combinators that manipulate the
notion of time ticks being fed to a process. The general schema is to time the process A
on some signal go. Now another process is set up to generate go whenever one wants A
to proceed. The next few examples illustrate this.
Example 4.6 do A watching a is an interrupt primitive related to strong abortion in
is entailed; when a is entailed A is killed instantaneously. Using time this is de nable

Esterel (Berry (1993)). do A watching a behaves like A until a time instant when a

as:

do A watching a = new stop; go in [ time A on go;
rst a then always stop;
always if stop else go]

Example 4.7 There is a related weak abortion construct (Berry (1993)) |do A trap a

behaves like A until a time instant when a is entailed; when a is entailed A is killed from
the next time instant. It can be de ned as
do A trap a = new stop; go in [ time A on go;
rst a then hence stop;
always if stop else go]
Note that the signal stop is generated from the time instant after a is seen.

Example 4.8 The Suspension-Activation primitive, SaAb (A), is a preemption primitive
that is a variant of suspension in Esterel (Berry (1993)). Sa Ab (A) behaves like A until
a time instant when a is entailed; when a is entailed A is suspended immediately (hence
the Sa ). A is reactivated in the time instant when b is entailed (hence the Ab ). The
familiar (control ? Z; fg) is a construct in this vein. This can be expressed as:
SaAb(A) = new stop; go in [ time A on go;
always if stop else go;
rst a then do (always stop) watching b]
4.3. Input-output behavior.

Given a process Z, we can de ne its input-output behavior after a history s as the
input-output behaviour of the Default cc process (Z after s)(0). This leads us to the
de nition of determinacy of Timed Default cc processes.

De nition 4.3 A process Z is called determinate if
(8s 2 Z) [(Z after s)(0) is determinate]
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The determinacy detection algorithm for Default cc lifts to a determinacy detection
algorithm for Timed Default cc | this will become clear in later sections. We extend the
de nition of an X{determinate process to Timed Default cc as usual | a process Z is
X{determinate if for all s in Z, (Z after s)(0) is X{determinate.
We extend the Default cc input-ouput de nition to get the input-output relation for a
Timed Default cc process | given nite sequences of constraints s and s0 , and (s; s) =
((s(1); s(1)); : : :(s(n); s(n))), where jsj = n:
rt(Z)() = fg
rt(Z)(s0  a) = s  b j s 2 rt(Z)(s0 ); b 2 r((Z after (s; s))(0))(a)
4.4. Operational semantics

The operational semantics for Timed Default cc is built on the operational semantics
for Default cc.
As before, we assume that the program is operating in isolation |interaction with the
environment can be coded as an observation and run in parallel with the program. We
use ?; ; : : : for multisets of programs; (?) is de ned as before | the tell tokens in ?.
A con guration consists of a pair | the agents currently active, and the \continuation"
| the program to be executed at subsequent times. The rules are given as:
(?) ` a
((?; if a then B);  ?!b ((?; B); )
((?; (A; B)); ) ?!b ((?; A; B); )

b 6` a
((?; if a else B); ) ?!b ((?; B); )
((?; hence A); ) ?!b (?; (A; hence A; ))

((?; new X in A); ) ?!b ((?; A[Y=X]); ) (Y not free in A; ?)
Now the transition for making a time step, ;, is derived from the rule for termination
of Default cc|
9b 2 D (?; ) ?!b (?0; ) 6?!b (?0 ) = b
? ; new Y~ in 
The output, as before, at each time step is 9Y~ (?0 ).
The operational semantics gives an input-output relation | analogous to the de nition
of O[ P]], we de ne rto (P)(s), the observed input output relation |

rto (P)(s) = s0 j js0j = jsj = n; P =d P0; 8i < n:(Pi ; s(i)) ; Pi+1;
output at step i is s0 (i)
Implementation The operational semantics is realizable, and has been implemented
as an interpreter on top of Sictus Prolog. We present here a Timed Default cc program
for the Yale shooting problem, described in the introduction, and its trace.
At the end of each time instant, the program outputs the constraints in the store.
For each time instant we use the untimed Default cc interpreter described earlier. The
scenario for which the trace is shown is when the gun is loaded at time 1, and is red at
time 3. Thus initially we get alive, and at time 3, the store contains death. The shooting
also unloads the gun, so we get notloaded at time 4. After that nothing happens, and
we get dead forever. Since Timed Default cc is a reactive language, successive time ticks
can be caused by feeding an external clock signal | in this case, the interpreter simply
starts computing for the next phase as soon as one is over.
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yale :: [
always (if occurs_load then
do
(do (always {loaded}) watching_delay occurs_shoot)
watching occurs_unload),
do (always {alive}) watching death,
always (if occurs_shoot then if loaded then {death}),
always (if occurs_shoot then next {notloaded}),
always (if occurs_unload then next {notloaded}),
always (if death then always {dead}) ].
problem :: [ next {occurs_load}, next next next {occurs_shoot}, yale].
--------------------------------------------------------dtg ?- problem.
---------Time = 0------alive
---------Time = 1------occurs_load loaded alive
---------Time = 2------loaded alive
---------Time = 3------loaded occurs_shoot death dead
---------Time = 4------notloaded dead
---------Time = 5------dead
---------Time = 6------dead
Prolog interruption (h for help)? a
{Execution aborted}

4.5. Correspondence theorems

We will now establish the equivalence between the operational and denotational semantics. For any Timed Default cc process A, de ne the set of observable sequences of A
inductively as
1  is an observable sequence of A.
2 (u; v)  s is an observable sequence of A if
(a) (A; u) ?!v A0 6?!v ; 9Y~ (A0 ) = u; 9Y~ v0 = v
(b) (A; v) ?!v A00 6?!v ; (A00) = v0
(c) s is an observable sequence of new Y~ in A0.
0

0

0

0

Now we can de ne O[ A]] =d f 2 TDccObs j f is an observable sequence of A .
Analogous to lemma 3.2, we have the following:
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Lemma 4.1.

O[ a]] = D[ a]]
O[ A; B]] = O[ A]] \ O[ B]]
O[ if a then A]] = fg [ (u; v)  s 2 TDccObs j a 2 v ) (v; v) 2 O[ A]];
a 2 u ) (u; v)  s 2 O[ A]]

O[ if a else A]] = fg [ (u; v)  s 2 DObs j a 62 v ) (u; v)  s 2 O[ A]]
O[ new X in A]] = s 2 TDccObs j 9s0 2 O[ A]]:9X s = 9X s0 ;
8n < jsj[s(n) 2 new X in O[ (A after s0n )(0)]]] ;
if O[ A]] is X-determinate

O[ hence A]] = fg [ z  s 2 TDccObs j (8s1 ; s2)s = s1  s2 ) s2 2 O[ A]]

Proof. The proof follows the proof for Default cc for all cases except the last. For the
case for hence , the proof proceeds by induction on the length of the sequence. This
proof is described in Appendix B. 2
Theorem 4.2. (Full abstraction for Timed Default cc) The folloing are true for

all programs P and Q which satisfy the X {determinacy condition for all variables X .

1 O[ P]] = D[ P]].
2 If D[ P]] 6= D[ Q]], then there exists a context C such that P; C is observationally
distinct from Q; C .
3 rt(O[ P]]) = rto (P).
Proof. The rst part follows by a routine structural induction using the above lemma.
Now full abstraction is proved by merely \lifting" the full abstraction proof for Default
cc, the detailed proof is given in Appendix B. The input-output correspondence follows
by induction on the length of input sequences. 2
4.6. Logic for Timed Default cc.

The proof system for Timed Default cc can be derived from the proof system for
Default cc. The logic is induced once again by the denotational semantics, so A ` B

i D[ A]]  D[ B]].
Since each of the Default cc combinators produce an e ect at the current time instant
only, all the Default cc rules given above are also valid for the Timed Default cc logic.
We need two new rules for hence A. The rst rule allows us to consider only observable
sequences, while the second rule steps through time. In the following hence ? will denote
the set of formulas fhence A j A 2 ?g.
?; hence ? ` D
?; a ` ; hence D
?; Ma ` ; hence D (obs)
hence ? ` hence D (step)
The rules are sound, and together with the Default cc rules, are complete with respect
to the Timed Default cc logic.
Theorem 4.3. (Soundness and Completeness) If A and B are programs without

hiding

D[ A]]  D[ B]] , A ` B
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Proof. The proofs are routine structural inductions, and follow extant proofs for De-

fault cc. The proof is presented in detail in Appendix B. As in Default cc, the reason

for excluding the hiding combinator is the slight mismatch between hiding and logical
existentials | this is characteristic of cc languages. 2
4.7. Determinacy detection and compilation

Determinacy detection. The algorithm described below converts Timed Default
cc programs to nite state automata, with each state containing a Default cc program.
We now check that the Default cc program in each state is determinate by the algorithm
described in Section 3.7 | this suces to ensure that the entire Timed Default cc program
is determinate.

Default constraint automata. The automata construction for Timed Default cc
is similar to the construction for tcc provided in (Saraswat et al. 1994a). A Default cc
automaton is speci ed by the following data (1) a set of states Q, with each state q 2 Q
labeled with a Default cc agent (2) a distinguished start state, and (3) a set of directed
edges between pairs of states, labeled with constraints. The set of labels will be drawn
from the constraints of the nite constraint system generated by the agent | there will
be an edge for every element of the constraint system that can be an output of the agent.
The execution is as follows | The automaton starts in the start state, with the program
new X~ in P, where P is hiding-free. Upon receiving an input i, it executes its Default cc
agent P in conjunction with 9X~ i. As described in section 3.3, this is done by projecting
9X~ i onto CP , the constraint system generated by P, and looking up the output, o. i t9X~ o
is the output for this time instant. The edge labeled with o is taken to reach a new state,
where this process is repeated.
In order to prove the niteness of the number of states, we need the notion of a
derivative of an agent. We follow standard techniques used in synchronous programming
languages. We need the notion of a derivative of an agent. Given a process P, the set of
derivatives of P is de ned as

Der(P) = P after s j s 2 P
As in synchronous programming languages, the set Der(P) is nite.
Lemma 4.4. For all Timed Default cc programs P , jDer(P)j < 1.

hence combinator | the intuition is that hence
is essentially a \powerset" operation. The proof in the appendix makes this intuition
precise. 2

Proof. The key case is that for the

Following synchronous languages, this theorem provides us a with a compilation algorithm for Timed Default cc. Roughly, this proceeds as follows. The states are induced
by distinct derivatives. Label each state D[ A]] after s with the Default cc program
(D[ A]] after s)(0). Let s  (v; v) 2 D[ A]]. Then, there is an edge labeled v from the state
(D[ A]] after s to the state (D[ A]] after (s  (v; v)). Note that this construction may yield
in nitely many such arcs | however one need take the only the arcs labeled by the constraints in the nite constraint system CP generated by P. The start state is the state
D[ A]].
Compilation algorithm. The above algorithm is not compositional. Timed Default cc
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admits a compositional compilation as well. We sketch below the automaton construction
for the various cases. Here we use a dead state to mean a state with label true and
transitions labeled true and false leading back into it, thus a system upon entering this
state does nothing further.
1 Automaton for a. This is a two state automaton | the start state is labeled a,
and has transitions labeled a and false to the second state, which is a dead state.
2 Automaton for if a else P . The automaton for if a else P is derived from A,
the automaton for P. We make a copy q00 of the start state q0 of A, and label it
with the Default cc agent if a else q, where q was the Default cc agent labeling q0.
Transitions are drawn from the nite constraint system | any output above a goes
to a dead state, while any output not above a must have arisen from the constraints
in q, and hence the transition labeled by that goes to the corresponding state in A.
The rest of the automaton for if a else P is a copy of A, the automaton of P.
3 The automaton for if a then P is constructed similarly.
4 Automaton for new X in A. The automaton consists of all the states of the
automaton for A with the Default cc programs in the states Pi replaced by the
programs new X in Pi . Note that the constraints on the arcs may contain references
to the internal X, the hiding of X extends around these. So the variable X is local
to Pi and the labels on transitions leaving the state qi.
5 Automaton for P1; P2. This is a variant of the classical product construction on
automata. We are given the Default cc automaton for P1 and P2, say A1 and A2
respectively. The states of the automaton for P1; P2 are induced by pairs of states
q1; q2 from A1 ; A2. We will call the induced state hq1; q2i. The start state corresponds
to the pair of start states. The Default cc agent in hq1; q2i is the parallel composition
of the agents in the qi 's.
Now transitions are induced by the following rule. Let a be an element of the nite
constraint system generated by the constraints in the agents of a state. Project
it on the constraint systems generated by the component programs, and if all the
projections occur as outputs, then a is an output. The arc labeled by it goes to the
composite state formed from the target states of the arcs labeled by the projections
in the component automata.
6 Automaton for hence A. The states of this automaton are those sets of states of
the automaton for A that contain the start state of A. The Default cc agent in each
state is the parallel composition of the Default cc agent of the component states.
The transitions are determined by the same rule as above, except that we add the
start state to the set of target states to get the new state (this signi es the starting
of a new copy of A). Finally, we add a state labeled true with transitions labeled
true and false going to the state generated by the start state of A.
From the automaton for P, it is possible to derive the denotation of P by taking
any valid execution path of the automaton, and taking the outputs vi along that path
and pairing them (vi ; vi) (except for the last state in the path, where any (u; v) in the
denotation of the program of that state may be taken). Now by arguments similar to the
one made in showing that the operational semantics was equivalent to the denotational
semantics, we can show that this is also the same semantics, showing that the construction
is correct. We omit the proof, as it is routine.
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5. Conclusions

This paper has used ideas from non-monotonic reasoning to extend real-time languages with a coherent, mathematically tenable notion of interrupts. The topic has been
developed using the methodology of concurrency theory and denotational semantics of
programming languages. We have presented the construction of a model, the de nition of
a language as a process algebra on the model, and the de nition of a logic for reasoning
about substitutability of programs in the language. Fundamentally the elds of qualitative physics, reasoning about action and state change, reactive real-time computing
and hybrid systems, and concurrent programming languages are about the same subject matter: the representation, design and analysis of (at least partially computational)
continuous and discrete dynamical systems.
In this paper, we have exploited these intuitions to break down the design of synchronous languages into two distinct pieces:
1 The notion of defaults is analyzed at the level of the basic (untimed) concurrent
logic language.
2 The discrete timed synchronous language obtained by extending the untimed language uniformly over discrete time.
In other work (Gupta et al. ), we have exploited the framework of this paper for the
integration of conceptual frameworks for continuous and discrete change, as exempli ed
by the theory of di erential equations and real analysis on the one hand, and the theory
of programming languages on the other. In that paper, we present a concrete mathematical model and language (the Hybrid concurrent contraint programming model, Hybrid
cc) instantiating these ideas. The language is intended to be used for modeling and programming hybrid systems. The language is again built by extending Default cc, now over
continuous time.
More concretely, the language is obtained by extending Default cc with a single temporal construct hence | hence A is read as asserting that A holds continuously beyond the current instant. As in this paper, various patterns of temporal activity can
be generated from this single construct by use of the other combinators in Default cc,
in particular instantaneous preemption (as in synchronous programming). We provide
a precise operational semantics according to which execution alternates between points
at which discontinuous change can occur, and open intervals, in which the state of the
system changes continuously. Transitions from such a state of continuous evolution can
be triggered either by the establishment of a condition or by the dis-establishment of
an existing condition. We show that the denotational semantics is correct for reasoning
about the operational semantics, through an adequacy theorem.
We have started our rst major e ort at modeling a real physical system (Gupta et al. 1995). In this paper we developed a compositional model of the simple
photocopier paperpath. Each transportation element (belt, roller etc.) is modeled by an
agent that describes the e ects of the various external forces on this component. A sheet
of paper is modeled by a separate agent. Each sheet is under the in uence of several
transportation elements, and is consequently partitioned into segments. These segments,
which are dynamically created and destroyed, are modeled by agents, transmit forces
from one end to another, and compute the state of the sheet | buckled, straight, etc.
Interaction processes are set up to make the segments interact with the transportation
elements.
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Lemma A.1.

A. Proofs of Default cc theorems
The relation ?!v satis es:

Con uence: If A ?!v A0 and A ?!v A00 and there is no clash in variable names
between the two derivations then there is a B such that A0 ?!v B and A00 ?!v B:
Monotonicity: A ?!v A0 ) A; B ?!v A0 ; B:
Extensivity: A ?!v A0 ) (A0 )  (A):
Idempotence: A ?!v A0 6?!v ) A; 9Y~ (A0 ) ?!v A0 6?!v ) A0; 9Y~ ((A0) 6?!v ,
where Y~ are the variables introduced in the derivation.
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Thus, the relation ?!v satis es the characteristic properties of the transition relation of
cc languages.
Lemma A.2. For all Default cc programs A and B ,

O[ a]] = P [ a]]
O[ A; B]] = O
[ A]] \ O[ B]]

O[ if a then A]] = (u; v) 2 DObs j a 2 v ) (v; v) 2 O[ A]];
a 2 u ) (u; v) 2 O[ A]]

O[ if a else A]] = (u; v) 2 DObs j a 62 v ) (u; v) 2 O[ A]]
O[ new X in A]] = newX O[ A]]; if O[ A]] X ? determinate

Proof. As indicated by lemma A.1, the proof of the lemma follows extant proofs for

languages in the cc paradigm.

1 Let (u; v) 2 P [ a]], which means a 2 u. Thus a t u = u, so a; u 6?!v , (u; v) 2 O[ a]].
Conversely, as (u; a) 6?!v , u = a t u, so a 2 u. Thus O[ a]] = P [ a]].
2 The case for parallel composition is similar to the proof for cc languages.
Let (u; v) 2 O[ A1 ; A2] . Then u; A1; A2 ?!v B 6?!v , and (B) = 9Y~ u. We show
that (u; v) 2 O[ A1] . Let u; A1 ?!v A01 6?!v . Using lemma A.1, u  (A01 ). Using
lemma A.1 again, u; A1; A2 ?!v A01 ; A2. Using con uence of ?!v , A01; A2 ?!v B.
Using lemma A.1, (A01 )  (B). Thus 9Y~ (A01 ) = u and we deduce (u; v) 2 O[ A1] .
A symmetric argument shows that (u; v) 2 O[ A2] . Thus, O[ A1; A2]  O[ A1] \
O [ A2 ] .
Let (u; v) 2 O[ A1] \ O[ A2] . Then, u; A1 ?!v A01 6?!v , and 9Y~ (A01 ) = u; also,
u; A2 ?!v A02 6?!v , and 9Y~ (A02 ) = u. Note that in general ?!v satis es:
A01 6?!v ; A02 6?!v ; (A01 ) = (A02 ) ) A01 ; A02 6?!v
Thus, we deduce that u; A1; A2 ?!v A01 ; A02 6?!v . Since 9Y~ (A01 ; A02) = u (the new
variables in the two derivations are disjoint), (u; v) 2 O[ A1 ; A2] . Thus, O[ A1; A2 ] 
O [ A1 ] \ O [ A 2 ] .
3 Let (u; v) 2 O[ A]]. If a 2 u, we get u; if a then A ?!v u; A ?!v A0 6?!v ; where
9Y~ (A0 ) = u; 9Y~ v0 = v, Y~ are the variables introduced in the derivation A !v A0
as (u; v) 2 O[ A]]. Thus (u; v) 2 O[ if a then A]]. If a 62 u, then u; if a then A 6?!v .
Now if a 2 v, then (v; v) 2 O[ A]] and we can show (u; v) 2 O[ if a then A]].
Otherwise a 62 v, so by a similar argument, (u; v) 2 O[ if a then A]].
Conversely, if (u; v) 2 O[ if a then A]], then if a 2 u, then u; if a then A ?!v
u; A, so (u; v) 2 O[ A]]. If a 2 v, then as (v; v) 2 O[ if a then A]], we have
v; if a then A ?!v v; A ?!v A00 6?!v with 9Y~ (A00 ) = 9Y~ v00 = v, so
(v; v) 2 O[ A]].
4 Let (u; v) 2 O[ A]], and a 62 v. Then, since all the new variables in v0 are not free
in a, we get a 62 v0 . Thus u; if a else A ?!v u; A ?!v A0 , 9Y~ (A0 ) = u, so
(u; v) 2 O[ if a else A]].
Conversely, suppose (u; v) 2 O[ if a else A]], a 62 v. Then a 62 v0 , so
u; if a else A ?!v u; A. Thus (u; v) 2 O[ A]].
5 Next, we handle the key elements of the proof for the case of new variables.
We reproduce the de nition of the denotation for new variables for convenience.
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We are simplifying the de nition by using the fact that O[ A]] is X{determinate.
O[ new X in A]] = newX O[ A]], where
S
De ne Z1 =d (Zv ; v)  Z j 8u 2 Zv ; u  9X v ) u = v .

newX Z =d S (S; v)  DObs j 9v0 [(v0 ; v0 ) 2 Z1 ; 9X v = 9X v0 ; 9X S = 9X Zv ] .
Below, we sketch the proof that O[ new X in A]]  newX O[ A]]. The key case of
the proof is to show that (v; v) 2 O[ new X in A]] implies that (v; v) 2 newX O[ A]].
Let (v; v) 2 O[ new X in A]]. Then, 9v0 such that:(new X in A; v) ?!v A00 6?!v ,
v = 9newX 9Y~ v0 , v0 = (A00 ), where newX is the new variable introduced for X,
and Y~ are the other new variables (apart from newX) introduced in the derivation.
Let v00 = (9Y~ v0 )[X=newX]. Since 9X v = 9X v00 , it suces to show:
(a) (v00 ; v00) 2 O[ A]]. This is a simple fact about renaming, and standard cc style
proofs for the new X in : : : combinator show that (v00 ; v00) 2 O[ A]].
(b) (8(w; v00) 2 O[ A]]); w  9X v00 ) w = v00. We note that from the monotonicity
of the ?! relation, it suces to show:
(A; 9X v00 ) ?!v [X=newX ] A00[X=newX] 6?!v [X=newX ] ;
v0 [X=newX] = (A00 [X=newX])
This follows from
(A[newX=X]; 9X v00) ?!v A00 6?!v ; v = 9Y~ (A00 ); v0 = (A00 )
which in turn follows from (new X in A; v) ?!v A00 6?!v ; v0 = (A00 ) since
the X part of the information in v could not have played any role in the
derivation, and 9X v = 9X v00 .
The converse follows by standard cc methods.
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2
Lemma A.3. For any program A which satis es the X {determinacy condition for all X ,

r(O[ A]]) = ro (A).

Proof. We wish to show that


ro (P) = (i; o) 2 DObs j (o; o) 2 O[ P]]; 8(j; o) 2 O[ P]]: j  i ) j = o
Let (i; o) 2 ro (A). Then, (9o0 ) 9Y~ o0 = o and
(A; i) ?!o A0 6?!o ; (A0 ) = o0
(A; o) ?!o A0 6?!o ; (A0 ) = o0
The second condition above ensures that (o; o) 2 O[ A]]. Also, by monotonicity of the
transition relation ?!o , we know that for all i  j  o, (A; j) ?!o A0 6?!o ; (A0) = o0
yielding 8(j; o) 2 O[ P]]: j  i ) j = o.
Conversely let (i; o) be such that (o; o) 2 O[ P]]; 8(j; o) 2 O[ P]]: j  i ) j = o. From
(o; o) 2 O[ P]] we deduce that there exists o0 such that 9Y~ o0 = o and
(A; o) ?!o A0 6?!o ; (A0 ) = o0
Consider (A; i) ?!o A00 6?!o . Then (9Y~ (A00); 9Y~ o0) 2 O[ A]] Since, i  9Y~ (A00 )  o,
we deduce that 9Y~ (A00 ) = o. 2
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Theorem A.4. (Full abstraction for Default cc) Let P; Q be programs that satisfy
the X {determinacy condition for all variables X . If P [ P]] 6= P [ Q]], then there exists an
agent C such that P; C is observationally distinct from Q; C .
Proof. We rst show that if there is an v such that (v; v) 2 P [ P]]; (v; v) 62 P [ Q]], then

P; Q are observationally distinguishable. Consider the context []; v. Then, on no input v
is a possible output of P; v; but v is not a possible output of Q; v.
Otherwise, we follow extant proofs in(Saraswat et al. 1991),(Jagadeesan et al. 1991).
Consider the closure operators Pv = u j (u; v) 2 P [ P]] and Qv = u j (u; v) 2
P [ Q]] . These are unequal | without loss of generality assume that on a, Pv (a) 6 Qv (a).
Consider the context []; a; (if Pv (a) then v). Then, P [ P; a; if Pv (a) then v]]v = fvg, but
(Qv (a); v) 2 Q; a; (if Pv (a) then v). Thus on input true, Q; a; (if Pv (a) then v) cannot
produce output v, whereas P; a; (if Pv (a) then v) can produce output v.
Note that if v or Pv (a) are not nite, there are some nite elements where P and Q
di er, and these may be chosen instead (see lemmas in Section 3.7). 2
cc can be embedded in Default cc.
Lemma A.5. For any determinate process P , r(P) is the graph of a monotone function

if P satis es:

1 If (u; v) 2 P then (u; u) 2 P .
2 If (u; v) 2 P; (v0; v0 ) 2 P; v0  v then (u; v0) 2 P .
Proof. Suppose P satis es the above two conditions. Then, de ne


(P) = u j (u; v) 2 P
We note that P is completely determined by diagonal(P) .
We prove that diagonal(P) is closed under non{empty glbs. Let ; 6= S 
diagonal(P); let v = r(P)(tS); then the set fu j (u; v) 2 P g is closed under glbs
T
T
of arbitrary non{empty subsets. Thus, ( S; v) 2 P ) S 2 diagonal(P). Thus,
diagonal(P) is the xed point set of a closure operator. Furthermore, note that we can
rewrite r(P) as:

r(P) = (i; o) j o ` i; o 2 diagonal(P); 8(j; o) 2 P: j  i ) j = o
Thus, r(P) coincides with the input{output relation of the closure operator diagonal(P).
Result is now immediate. 2
diagonal

The following lemmas allow us to determine if a program is determinate.
Lemma A.6. If P is a hiding-free program over the constraint system C1 with denotation
P [ P]]1, C2 extends C1, and the denotation of P over C2 is P [ P]]2, then for all u; v 2 jC2j
we have (u; v) 2 P [ P]]2 i ((u); (v)) 2 P [ P]]1.
Proof. The proof is by induction over the structure of a program P.

Case P = a. For any u 2 jC2j, a 2 u , a 2 (u). From this and the de nition of the
semantics of a, we have the result.
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Case P = if a else A. We have
(u; v) 2 P [ if a else A]]2 , a 2 v _ (u; v) 2 P [ A]]2
, a 2 (v) _ ((u); (v)) 2 P [ A]]1
, ((u); (v)) 2 P [ if a else A]]1
The proof for the case P = if a then A is similar. If P = (A; B), the proof follows
from simple properties of set intersection. 2
We can now prove the representation theorem :
TheoremA.7. (Representation theorem) If P is a hiding-free program, then
r(P)(i) = i t o j o 2 rf (P)((B(i))) .
Proof. This is proved using the following claims:

Claim 1. If C1 is extended by C2 , then for any i 2 C1 , r1(P)(i) = r2(P)(i), where r1
and r2 are the respective input output relations.
Suppose o 2 r1 (P)(i). Then (o; o) 2 P [ P]]1  P [ P]]2. Also, if (j; o) 2 P [ P]]2; j  i,
then (j)  (i) = i, and ((j); o) 2 P [ P]]1, so (j) = o, so j = o, thus o 2 r2(P)(i).
Now if o0 2 r2(P)(i), then (o0 ; o0) 2 P [ P]]2. Thus ((o0 ); (o0 )) 2 P [ P]]1. If (j; (o0 )) 2
P [ P]]1, j  i, then (j; o0 ) 2 P [ P]]2, so j = o0 . Thus (o0 ) 2 r1(P)(i). However ((o0 ); o0) 2
P [ P]]2, so (o0 ) = o0 , thus o0 2 r1(P)(i).
Claim 2. If C1 is extended by C2 , then for any i 2 C2, r2(P)(i) = i t o j o 2
r1(P)((i)) , provided 8u 2 jC1j; v 2 jC2j:(u t v) = u t (v).
Suppose o 2 r1 (P)((i)). Then (o; o) 2 P [ P]]1, and as (i t o) = o, (i t o; i t o) 2 P [ P]]2.
Also, if (j; i t o) 2 P [ P]]2; j  i, then ((j); o) 2 P [ P]]1; (j)  (i), so (j) = o, thus
j = i t o.
Conversely, let o0 2 r2 (P)(i). Then (o0 ) is an output of r1(P)((i)) | ((o0 ); (o0)) 2
P [ P]]1, and given (j; (o0 )) 2 P [ P]]1; j  (i), let j 0 = j t i. Then (j 0 ) = j, so (j 0 ; o0) 2
P [ P]]2, so j 0 = o0, hence j = (o0 ). Also, this shows that o0 = j 0 = i t (o0 ). establishing
the claim.
Now we observe that B(C ), the free CABA on C extends it, so its input output relation
is the same as r(P). And the CABA also extends CP , and the required condition is
satis ed, so by the second claim we have the result. 2
Lemma A.8. If A is a determinate program, then so is new X
Proof. We show that for each output of new X

in A.

in A there is a corresponding output
of A. Without loss of generality, we consider only the input true, any other input can be
treated by conjoining it with the program, and then considering the composite program.
Let o be an output of new X in A on true. Then (o; o) 2 P [ new X in A]], and
9X o = o. Thus there is a witness (o0 ; o0) 2 P [ A]], such that 9X o0 = 9X o = o. Let
(j; o0) 2 P [ A]], then we need to show that j = o0 . However, (j; o0 ) 2 P [ A]] means that
(9X j; 9X o0) 2 P [ new X in A]], and as 9X o0 = o is an output, we have 9X j = 9X o0 .
Thus j  9X o0 . Now from the rst step for newX A we have j = o0 , thus o0 is an output
of A on true.
Now since A is determinate, this output is unique, so o is the unique output on
new X in A on true. (Any other output o1 would satisfy 9X o1 = o1 6= o, thus would
have a witness di erent from o0.) 2
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The following lemma, with the previous one, shows that all our results are valid unconditionally if we restrict ourselves to determinate programs.
Lemma A.9. If Z is a determinate process, then Z is X {determinate for all variables
X . Thus it also satis es the X {determinacy condition for all X .
Proof. Let (v; v); (v0 ; v0 ) 2 Z, with 9X v = 9X v0 . Then since Zv (9X v) = v and
Zv (9X v0 ) = v0 , both v and v0 are possible outputs of Z on input 9X v. By determinacy of Z, v = v0 , thus Z2 = Z1 . 2
0

The soundness and completeness of the logic for recursion free Default ccprograms
without hiding is shown as follows:
Theorem A.10. (Soundness) ? `  implies P [ ?]]  [[ ]].
Proof. The proof is by induction, and follows directly from the de nitions. The only

(slightly) nontrivial case is (Rthen) which we prove here.

(u; v) 2 P [ ?; a]] ) (u; v) 2 [[ ; A]]
() (u; v) 2 P [ ?]]; a 2 u ) (u; v) 2 [[ ; A]]
() (u; v) 2 P [ ?]] ) a 2 u ! (u; v) 2 [[ ; A]]
)
(u; v) 2 P [ ?]] ) (u; v) 2 [[ if a then A; ]]
The last step follows since ? is a process, P [ Ma]] [ [ A]] = P [ if a else A]] and
if b then if a else A = if a else if b then A. 2
Completeness is proved by structural induction on the non-trivial formula B in .
Theorem A.11. (Completeness)

P [ ?]]  [[ ]] implies ? ` 

Proof. Suppose the non-trivial formula is B = b, let the rest of the formulas in  be
denoted by 0. Then the left rules are applied until they can be applied no further. Now
the left side consists of a; Ma1; : : :; Mak, and some implications (which are ignored).
Now if we cannot use (M) to prove
a; Ma1; : : :; Mak ` Mb1; : : :; Mbn; b
then that means that for each Mbi on the right, there must be a pair (a; b0i) on the left
such that b0i 6` bi . Then the pair (a; ufb0ig) is also on the left, and so it must be in P [ b]].
So a  b, and we can use (C) to prove the result.
The other cases for B are straightforward. For B = (B1 ; B2), from P [ B]] = P [ B1 ] \
P [ B2] and P [ ?]]  [[ 0] [ P [ (B1; B2 )]] we have P [ ?]]  [[ 0] [ P [ B1 ] and P [ ?]] 
[[ 0] [ P [ B2 ] . Thus by the induction hypothesis, ? ` 0; B1 and ? ` 0 ; B2. Apply
Rpar to obtain ? ` .
For B = if a else B 0 , since P [ B]] = P [ Ma]] [P [ B 0] , we have P [ ?]]  [[ 0] [P [ Ma]] [
0
B . Thus ? ` 0; Ma; B 0. Applying (Relse), we have the result.
For B = if a then B 0 , proceed as follows. By assumption every (u; v) 2 P [ ?]] lies
either in P [ if a then B 0 ] or in [[ 0] . But this is means that (u; v) 2 P [ ?; a]] implies
(u; v) 2 [[ 0] [ P [ B 0 ] , which can be established by the induction hypothesis and the
rule (Rthen). 2
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B. Proof of Timed Default cc theorems

The following lemma captures the essence of the evolution in each time instant of

Timed Default cc | the rst consequence says that the correct Default cc observation is

captured in the execution at the point, and the next says that the correct \continuation"
is passed to the succeeding time instants.
Lemma B.1. Let D[ ?]] satisfy the X {determinacy condition for all variables X . Let
(?; ;) ?!v (?0; ) 6?!v , with Y~ being the new variables introduced by the transition
system. Let s be the single element sequence s = (? ; v). Let 9Y~ s stand for the single
element sequence such that (9Y~ ? ; 9Y~ v). Then,
0

0

9Y~ s 2 D[ ?]]

If v = (?0 ), D[ ?]] after 9Y~ s = D[ new Y~ in ]] after 9Y~ s
Proof. The rst proof is essentially a statement about Default cc | it follows by induction on the number of rules in (?; ;) ?!v (?0 ; ).

The second proof follows from the following intermediate facts:

If v = (?0 ), then D[ ?0] after s = D[ ]] after s. Proof is a routine structural
induction on ?0 .
If v = (?0 ), then D[ ?]] after 9Y~ s = D[ new Y~ in (?0 ; hence )]] after 9Y~ s. Proof
follows by induction on the number of rules in (?; ;) ?!v (?0 ; ).

2
We now give proofs of the various Timed Default cc theorems. First the equivalence
lemma and full abstraction:
Lemma B.2.

O[ a]] = D[ a]]
O[ A; B]] = O[ A]] \ O[ B]]
O[ if a then A]] = fg [ (u; v)  s 2 TDccObs j

a 2 v ) (v; v) 2 O[ A]];
a
2 u ) (u; v)  s 2 O[ A]]

O[ if a else A]] = fg [ (u; v)  s 2 DObs j a 62 u ) (u; v)  s 2 O[ A]]
O[ new X in A]] = s 2 TDccObs j 9s0 2 O[ A]]:9X s = 9X s0 ;
8n  jsj[sn 2 new X in O[ A after (s00 ; : : :; s0n?1)]]] ;
if O[ A]] is X{determinate

O[ hence A]] = fg [ z  s 2 TDccObs j (8s1 ; s2)s = s1  s2 ) s2 2 O[ A]]
Proof. The result is immediate that all sequences of length 0. We prove by induction
on the length of the sequence s 2 TDccObs that forall programs A that satisfy the
X{determinacy condition:
s 2 O[ a]] , s 2 D[ a]]
s 2 O[ A; B]] , s 2 O[ A]] \ O[ B]]
s 2 O[ if a then A]] , s = (u; v)  t; a 2 u ) s 2 O[ A]];
a 2 v ) (v; v) 2 O[ A]]
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s 2 O[ if a else A]] , s = (u; v)  t; a 62 v ) s 2 O[ A]]
s 2 O[ new X in A]] , s 2 newX O[ A]]
s 2 O[ hence A]] , s = z  s0 ; (8s1 ; s2)s0 = s1  s2 ) s2 2 O[ A]]
For the combinators from Default cc, the second part of lemma B.1, attesting to the correctness of the continuations, allows us to use the inductive hypothesis on the remainder
of s.
For hence A, lemma B.1 allows us to conclude that the operational and denotational
semantics agree on the rst element of s. The second part of lemma B.1, attesting to
the correctness of the the continuations after the rst element of s, allows us to use the
inductive hypothesis on the remainder of s.

2

Theorem B.3. (Full abstraction for Timed Default cc) If D[ P]] 6= D[ Q]] and P ,

Q satisfy the X {determinacy condition for all variables X , then there exists a context C
such that P; C is observationally distinct from Q; C .

2 D[ P]] which
is not in D[ Q]]. Let s  (u; v) be the shortest pre x of t which is not in D[ Q]]. Thus
P after s 6= Q after s.
By the full abstraction theorem for Default cc, let A be a context distinguishing
P after s and Q after s. Now if s = (o1 ; o1)  (o2 ; o2)    (on ; on), then the context
o1; next o2 ; : : :; next n?1on ; next n A distinguishes P and Q. 2

Proof. If two programs are distinct, there must be some sequence t

Now we prove a couple of identities for combinators.
Lemma B.4.

next A = new stop in hence [if stop else A; hence stop]
rst a then A = new stop in always ( if stop else if a then A
if a then hence stop)

Proof. We will compute the denotation of the right-hand side. Let P =
[if stop else A; hence stop], and Q = hence P.
D[ stop] = (u; v)  s j stop 2 u
D[ hence stop] = z  s j 8i:stop 2 1 (s(i))
D[ if stop else A]] = (u; v)  s j stop 2 v _ (u; v)  s 2 D[ A]]
D[ P]] = (u; v)  s j stop 2 v _ (u; v)  s 2 D[ A]]; 8i:stop 2 1 (s(i))
D[ Q]] = z  z 0  s j stop 2 2(z 0 ) _ z 0  s 2 D[ A]]; 8i:stop 2 1 (s(i))
The last equation follows as for all further i, the condition z2  stop _ z  s 2 D[ A]], the
second condition automatically satis es the rst. Now (D[ Q]] after )(0)
 = DObs, so
new X in (D[ Q]] after )(0) = DObs. Thus for any z, D[ Q]] after z = (u; v) j stop 2
v _ (u; v) 2 D[ A]] . If stop 2 v, then (v ? stop; v) 2 D[ Q]] after z, so all such v's
are dropped by the rst condition. Also, since there is no occurrence of stop in A,
nothing is dropped by either the rst or second steps for hiding, and the nal step,
taking 9stop of the denotation of A allows those v's containing stop also. Thus we get
new stop in (D[ Q]] after z)(0) = (D[ A]] after )(0). For any future (D[ Q]]after (z s))0),
we know that the rst step for hiding is satis ed as for all (u; v), stop 2 u. The second
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step once again does not drop anything, since 9stop v = 9stop v0 ) v = v0 . The nal step
allows any external occurrences of stop, giving us exactly (D[ A]]after s)(0).
For the second identity, we rst get the denotation of always (if stop else if a then A;
if a then hence stop) by substituting the de nitions, like for the rst identity. We get

s j 8i; stop 2 2(s(i)2 ) _ si 2 D[ if a then A]]; a 2 1(s(i)) ) 8j > i; stop 2 1 (s(j))
This can be simpli ed by considering two cases | either 8i; a 62 1(s(i)), which removes
the second clause, and also simpli es D[ if a then A]]. Otherwise let k be the least
number such that a 2 1(s(k)). Then stop is always entailed after k, and at k we have
stop 2 2 (s(k)) _ sk 2 D[ A]]. This is almost identical to the denotation we had in the
previous case, and now similar reasoning about hiding the stop gives us the identity. 2
Lemma B.5. The rules obs and step are sound.
Proof. Let s 2 D[ ?; Ma]]. Now if jsj = 1, then s 2 D[ hence D]], so s 2 [[ ]] [
D[ hence D]]. If jsj > 1, then s(1) = (v; v), for some v 2 jDj. Then s 2 D[ ?; Ma]] , s 2
D[ ?; a]], which gives the result.
Assume that D[ hence ?; ?]]  D[ A]]. Let z  s be an observation in D[ hence ?]]. We
want to show that it also belongs to D[ hence A]]. Suppose s = s1  s2 . We already
know, from the de nition of hence ?, that s2 2 D[ ?]]. Also, it must be the case that
s2 2 D[ hence ?]], since it satis es all the conditions. Thus from the hypothesis we get
s2 2 D[ A]]. Thus we know that z  s 2 D[ hence A]], which shows that the rule is sound.

2

Theorem B.6. (Completeness) If A and B are programs without hiding, and D[ A]] 

D[ B]] then A ` B is derivable from the above rules.

Proof. The proof goes exactly the same way as the proof for theorem A.11. We do

induction on the non-trivial formula of the right side. The proofs for all the cases considered in theorem A.11 remain the same. The only new case is if B = hence D. Apply the
left rules and obs until they cannot be applied any further, resulting in a sequent of the
form ?0 ; hence ? ` ; hence D. Note that ?0 has formulas of the form a; if a then A
only, while  can have formulas of the type Mb only. If the rule (M) can be used to
prove this sequent, we are done.
Otherwise, suppose z  s 2 D[ hence ?]]. Let y = ((?0 ); (?0 )) be a simple observation.
Then y  s 2 D[ ?0] \ D[ hence ?]], since it is in the denotations of all the agents (note
the since no more left rules were applicable, (?) cannot trigger any asks). Now by the
hypothesis, y  s 2 [[ ]] [ D[ hence D]]. But since (M) was inapplicable, it cannot be
in [[ ]], so it must be in D[ hence D]]. Then z  s 2 D[ hence D]], so D[ hence ?]] 
D[ hence D]].
Now we apply the step rule to complete the proof, as we can drop ?0 and  by
weakening. Suppose z  s 2 D[ ?]] \D[ hence ?]] then we know that z 0  z  s 2 D[ hence ?]]
for any simple observation z 0 . Thus z 0  z  s 2 D[ hence D]], so z  s 2 D[ D]], so D[ ?]] \
D[ hence ?]]  D[ D]]. Now be our induction hypothesis, we can build a proof tree for
?; hence ? ` D, completing our proof. 2
Theorem B.7. Every Timed Default cc agent A has a nite number of derivatives.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of A. Let the number of derivatives
of any agent A be n(A).
A = a. n(a) = 2, the two derivatives are D[ a]] and TDccObs. D[ A]] after  = D[ a]],
while for any other sequence s, D[ A]] after s = TDccObs.
A = if a then B. n(if a then B)  2 + n(B). D[ A]] is one derivative, and if s1 =
(v; v); a 62 v then D[ A]] after s = TDccObs. If a 2 v, then D[ A]] after s must be a
derivative of B, in fact D[ A]] after s = D[ B]] after s.
A = if a else B. Like the above case, n(if a else B)  2 + n(B).
A = new X in B. The derivatives correspond to the derivatives of B, so n(A)  n(B).
A = B1 ; B2 . n(A)  n(B1 )  n(B2 ). Since D[ A]] = D[ B1 ] \ D[ B2] , for any sequence
s we have D[ A]] after s = D[ B1 ] after s \ D[ B2] after s. Thus every derivative of A
is formed from a derivative of B1 and a derivative of B2 , so the maximum number of
derivatives that can be formed is n(B1 )  n(B2 ).
A = hence B. n(A)  2n(B) + 1. D[ A]] is clearly one such Tderivative. From the
de nition, if s is any sequence, then D[ A]] after s = D[ hence B]] \ i>0 D[ B]] after s(i) ,
where s(i) is the sux of s starting at the i'th position. Thus each derivative of hence B
corresponds to a set of derivatives of B, giving us the result. 2

